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BGGS Overview
BGGS is the Bñtannicø

øl G eo gr øphy Sy st em,
a modular electronic
learning system which
GI ob

They use an inquiry approach and are organized
around ten world regions:
South Asia
Southeast Asia

combines the latest pedagogical approach to geogra-

Japan

Former Soviet Union

phy leaming with interactive multi-media
materials enabling students and teachers to
immerse themselves in exciting geographic
investigations. BGGS is made up of the following

East Asia

Australia/New Zealand / P acific
North Africa/ Southwest Asia
Africa-South of the Sahara
Latin America

components:

.

Geographic Inquiry into Global Issues

¡

(GIGI) Student DataBooks
Teacher's Guides with Overhead Transparencies in a three-ring binder
Laminated Mini-Atlases to accompany

.
.
¡

each module
BGGS CD-ROM with User's Manual
3 BGGS Videodiscs with Barcode Guides
3 thematic posters

This section of your Teacher's Guide will examine each component and demonstrate how the
components work together to facilitate some very
exciting geography leaming for you and your
students!

Europe
Each GIGI module is centered around a particular
question, such as "Why are people in the world
hungty?" and "Is freedom of movement a basic
human right?" The lead question is explored in
one region of the world, then, in most modules, in
a second region, before being investigated in

North America.
The modules can be used in geography classes, or
selected modules can be used in other courses,
such as Earth Science, Global Studies, or Economics. Twelve modules constitute ample material

I. GIGI
Geographic Inquiry into Global Issues (GIGI)
is the foundation of the BGGS. GIGI is a series of
modules developed at the Center for Geographic
Education at the University of Colorado at
Boulder. The modules are independent of one
another and can be presented in any order.

a

for

full year's geography course. Each module is

accompanied by sets of laminated mini-atlases
which students can write on with dry-erase
markers (provided by the teacher), then wipe
clean to be re-used by the next class. This activity
works well with cooperative groups of students.

Each module comprises a Teacher's Guide in a

three-ring binder which includes Handouts and
Activity masters for duplication and Overhead
Transparencies; twenty-five Student DataBooks
(additional Student DataBooks available) and the
Mini-Atlases all packaged in a sturdy box
suitable for storage when the class moves on to
the next module. Since the Student DataBooks
are soft-covered three-hole punched, nonconsumable books, we recommend that each
student have a binder to protect them. BGGS
binders are available from Britannica, or you
might ask each student to obtain one at the
beginning of the course to keep the books in
good condition for the next group of students
that

will

use them. As the class completes

a

module, you can collect the Student DataBooks,
place them in their storage box, and distribute
the next module's DataBook to be placed in the
student's binder.
GIGI print materials are organized in a unique
fashion. The Teacher's Guide explains procedures to use in presenting the material found in
the GIGI Student DataBook. Miniature layouts of
student pages show the teacher how many pages
of student material correspond with a given
Teacher's Guide page. The Teacher's Guide
includes Activities and Handouts to be copied
and passed out to the class and Overhead
Transparencies to enhance each lesson. All of a
module's Activities, Handouts, and Overheads
are located behind the third tab divider in each
Teacher's Guide.
The teacher needs to become familiar in advance
with both Teacher and Student material in order
to effectively engage the class in meaningful
geographic inquiries. There is a comprehensive
"Memo to the Teacher from the GIGI Staff" in
each Teacher's Guide which explains in detail the

goals and principles behind the inquiry approach
to geography learning.

The electronic components of the Britønnicø
Globøl Geogrøphy System further empower
students and teachers alike to engage in meaningful investigations. They are explained in detail
in the following section.

II. BGGS CD.ROM
The BGGS CD-ROM is a resource manager and
reference tool designed to help both teachers and
students get maximum impact from the
Britønnicø Globøl Geogrøphy System. This CDROM contains the text of the GIGI Student

DataBooks in both Spanish and English, as well
as Britannica's innovative geography reference
program GeopediarM all on a single disk. Here
are some of the ways you and your class can use
this software:

.

When preparing to teach a module, you
can access the GIGI Student DataBook on
the CD to find which other elements of
the BGGS are keyed to that lesson. For
example, if you are teaching Lesson 3
in the Population and Resources module
(\Â/hat is overpopulation and how is it
distributed?), accessing that lesson on the
CD-ROM will reveal that there is one clip
on the Economic Deaelopment videodisc
called "Population/ Wealth Correlation. "
With this information, you can plan when
to reserve your department's videodisc
player to preview the clip and show it to

your class.

will discover that there is one
GIGI mini-atlas activity related to this lesson, five
articles in the Geopedia database, ten entries in
Furthermore, you

Geopedia's World Data, five maps in the
Geopedia Atlas, and five learning activities in the
Geopedia BrainTeasers. You may want to assign
each student or small group of students a research project using these extra resources to be
done over the course of the module, or you can
create a set of questions which the students must
complete using the information found in
Geopedia.
These activities can serve as a performance-based
assessment of what students have learned in
studying each module.

.

If Spanish is the primary language of your
students, GIGI lessons can be accessed
and printed out in Spanish from the
BGGS CD-ROM. The BGGS Videodiscs
have a Spanish soundtrack as well.

III. BGGS Videodiscs
More than ever before, today's students are
visual leamers. The GIGI modules explore issues
and regions of the world with which many
students are unfamiliar. With this in mind. we
have produced three videodiscs, one to correspond to each of three major strands we have
identified in GIGI: Eørth's Enaironment ønd

Since many schools have a limited number of
computers with CD-ROM drives available, you
may wish to devise a rotating schedule or sign-

Society; Economic Deaelopment; and Global Political
ønd Cultural Change.

up system to ensure that each student has a
chance to get at the BGGS CD-ROM. If it takes 15
class periods for a class of twenty-five students to
do one module, students working in pairs can
each have one turn at the computer if they
schedule their time at the outset of the module.
Using the CD-ROM's resource managing capability, you will have a very good sense of what
resources you have at your disposal and how to
make the most of them.

These videodiscs, with English and Spanish
soundtracks, can take you and your class to the
parts of the world you are investigating with the
wave of a barcode wand. Your class will hear
how Amazon native peoples feel about the

. All GIGI lessons are indexed

by word and
by key topic. If your class is studying food
shortages in the Hunger module, you can
key in the word hunger, and immediately
learn where else in the GIGI modules this
word or key topic appears. You can go
directly to those occurrences in the text. You
will also be directed to appropriate Geopedia

references and Brain Teaser activities.
Figures, Maps and Tables from GIGI print
modules do not appear in the CD-ROM.
However, the caption describing each of
them is part of the online text.

exploitation of the tropical rain forests where
they live, witness the eruption of a volcano, and
see first-hand the environmental disasters human
beings have brought about.
The Barcode Guide which accompanies each disc
enables you to access with a light pen or barcode
reader, segments which pertain to the lesson
being investigated. The Guide includes barcodes
in both English and Spanish. Teachers can use
the segments to enrich lessons, and students can
make use of segments to enhance a report or

group presentation.
There is a full-color poster to accompany each
videodisc cluster which engages the students by
asking "How do these images connect to you?"
The posters can provide a colorful springboard

for classroom discussion.
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&,{emo to the Teachen

frorn the GIGI Staff
You haue in your hands the GIGI Teacher's Guide. Teaching uith
GIGI is a departure from teaching with a conuentional textbook.By
taking the time to study this memo-about 30 minutes-you will
gain a good understanding of the kind of teaching that's needed to be
successful with GIGI.'We hope you haue a rewarding and enioyable
experience!

Goals
The three major goals of Geographic Inquiry into Global Issues
(GIGI) are to help you teach your srudents the following:

l. Responsible citizenship
2. Geographic knowledge, skills, and perspecives
3. Critical and reflective thinking
\ü/e believe you can accomplish these goals as well as
others by teaching real-world issues. GIGI presents these issues with an inquiry

approach, using the information, concepts, skills, and perspectives of
geography.

GÏGI and the Britannica Global Geography

Systerur

GIGI offers you two instructional modules for each of ten world
regions (Figure 1 on pages vi and vii). There is no necessary sequence
of modules; each one is independent, so you can use them in any
order you wish or put together smaller clusrers of modules to fit your
needs. A leading question frames the issue of each module, and student inquiry proceeds through a sequence of lessons, each of which
requires one or more daily periods of class time.
Color photographs at the beginning and end of each Student
DataBook graphically illustrate the topic under inquiry.
Modules typically begin with a broad inrroducrion ro rhe global
issue. Then, a major case study of three to four lessons examines the
issue in a real place within the selected world region. Students also
explore, usually in a single lesson, a comparative case study in a
different region, which gives a variant of the issue and a sense of its
global nature. Modules also bring the studenrs "back home" to focus
on the issue as it may appear in the United States or Canada. ì7e do
this because although North America is not one of the L0 GIGI
tv
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regions, frequent comparisons to North America throughout each
module achieve additional instruction on this "home region."
Each GIGI module requires from two to three weeks of teaching
time (10 to 1,5 class periods of 50 minutes) and contains a Student
DataBook, Teacher's Guide, and Mini-Atlas. These GIGI print materials are at the heart of the Britannica Global Geography System
(BGGS), which extends and enhances the inquiry approach to realworld issues with a CD-ROM and three videodiscs.
The BGGS CD-ROM puts the text of the GIGI Student
DataBooks on line in both English and Spanish, then enables both
teacher and students to search the text by lesson, key topic, or
word to find the resources in the system that will enhance each.
GeopediarM, Britannica's multimedia geography program, is provided
in the CD-ROM for follow-up research. It features an atlas with
more than 1-,000 new maps, an encyclopedia with more than 1.1200
geography-related articles, statistical information on every country
from Britannica'SØorld Data Annual, a chartmaker for creating
charts and graphs, a selection of video clips exploring cities and
regions, and an electronic notepad allowing teachers and students to
clip and edit text right on the screen.
Three videodiscs, designed to electronically transport students to
the regions of the world where GIGI case studies are focused, are
another part of the BGGS. The discs emphasize three major strands
of the GIGI investigations: Earth's Enuironment and Society,
Economic Deuelopment, and Global Political and Cuhural Change.
Each videodisc has two soundtracks, English and Spanish, and is
accompanied by a Barcode Guide that enables teachers and students
to access the segments that accompany the GIGI lesson with a wave
of the barcode reader. A poster accompanies each videodisc to reinforce the connnections between your students and the issue being
studied.
A full explanation of the Britannica Global Geography System
components and how they work together is located in the BGGS
overview in the front section of this Teacher's Guide.
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GeographËc lmquiry into Global lss¡,¡es (GåGã)
lssues, Leading Questions, and Case Study Locations
South

Asia

Southeast

Resources Religious Conflict*
How does population growth
Where do religious differences
affect resource ovailobility?
contribute to conflict?
Bangladesh
Kashmir
(Haiti)
(Northern treland)
Population and

Asia

Agriculture
How can the world ochieve
sustainoble ogriculture?
Malaysia
(Cameroon, Western United
Sustainable

Human Rights
How is freedom of movement o
basic human rightT

Cambodia
(Cuba, United States)

States)

Economy*
How does trade shope the
globol economy?

fapan

Global

',äo1i-0,u, united

states)

Natural Hazards
Why do the effects of naturol
hazards vory from place to

,uo{n'o"'
(Bangladesh, United States)

Former

Union

Soviet

Diversity and

Nationalism*

Environmental pollution

with
diversity?
Commonwealth of
Independent States

What are the effects of severe
environmentql pollution?
Aral Sea
(Madagascar, United States)

How do notions cope

culturol

(Br azil, U n ited States)

East

Asia

Growth*
How is population growth
to be monoged?
China
(United States)
Population

Political Change
How does politicol change offect
peoples ond ploces?
Hong Kong
(South Korea, Taiwan,
Singapore, Canada)

* Under development

FiEure

1

Matrix showing clGl modules. Geographic issues are in bold
and leading questions are in italics. Major case study
locations are followed by comparison examples in
parentheses.

Political

Change
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Ës?to GlobaE lsssses (6äGg]
lssues, Leading Questions, and Case Study Locations

GeographËe lmqerñry

Australia/
New Zealand/

Change
Whot could happen if globol
worming occurs?
Australia and New Zealand
(Developing Countries,

Pacific

Global Climate

lnterdependence*
Whot ore the causes ond effects
of globol interdependence?
Australia
(Falkland lslands, United States)

U.S. Gulf Coast)

North Alrica/
Southwest

Asia

Society*
How hqve oil riches chonged
notions?
Saudi Arabia

Oil and

Hunger
Why are people hungry?
Sudan
(lndia, Canada)

(Venezuela, Alaska)

Africa-south
of the Sahara

Latin

America

Nations"
How ore not¡on-states bu¡lt?
Nigeria
(South Africa, Canada)

Building New

Urban

Growth

ond
ropid
urbanizotion and urbon
growth?
Mexico
Whot qre the couses
effects of

Infant and Child Mortality
Why do so mony children suffer
from poor heolth?
Central Africa
(United States)

Development
How does development affect
peoples ond places?

Amazonia
(Eastern Europe, U.S. Tennessee
Valley)

(United States)

lntegration"
Whot are the odvontages of
ond borriers to regionol
integration?
Europe

Europe

Regional

(United States, Mexico,
Canada)

* Under development

FiEuHe

1

(continued)

VUaste Management
Why is woste monagement both
o local ond globol concern?
Western Europe
(Japan, United States)

vill
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The Student DataBook contains the following features:
o Memo to the Student from the GIGI Staff
o An overview of the key questions and places explored in the
module
o Lesson objectives
o Data presented in a variety of forms, including text, maps,
graphs, tables, photographs, and cartoons
o Questions
o Glossary

o

References

Students are not expected to learn the GIGI curriculum through
the Student DataBook alone. Rather, they derive meaning from the
DataBook when you use the Teacher's Guide to work through the
curriculum with them. You may want to explain this process to students. Point out that you will be directing them to carry out various
activities that are not specified in their text but are important in rhe
sequence of learning.
Prior to teaching the first lesson, be sure students read the
"Memo to the Student from the GIGI Staff" and the two-page
overview, which gives the module's objectives in question form. Point
out the Glossary and encourage its use as you work through the
module, noting that glossary words are listed ar the beginning of
each lesson. So that students will know what they are expected to
learn, they need to read carefully and understand the objectives listed
at the beginning of each lesson.

This Teacher's Guide conrains the following seçtions:
o Preparing to Teach This Module, a synopsis of the module's
leading question, themes, and activities
o Module Objectives
. Number of Days Required to Teach the Module
. Suggestions for Teacher Reading
o Extension Activities and Resources

Most lessons include the following sections:
o Time Required
o Materials Needed
. Glossary'lüords
o Getting Started (suggested anticipatory sers)
. Procedures (for group and individual work)
. Modifications for older or younger students (in a
different type face, printed in color)
o Questions and Answers (shown in tinted boxes)
o For Further Inquiry (suggestions for extensions andlor
assessments)

Political Change

o

Masters of Overhead Transparencies and Activity masters
and keys (located at the back of the Teacher's Guide)

Each module has its own accompanying Mini-Atlas, which provides four-color maps designed especially for use with that module.
The Teacher's Guide explains how to use these maps. No additional
atlases are required to teach the module, but large wall maps are
highly recommended for your classroom. In addition to the maps in
the Mini-Atlas, you will find numerous maps in the Student

DataBook.

trntended Grade Leveås
'lfle believe GIGI enables you to probe global issues in various
degrees of depth. This allows for the modules' use both over several
grade levels (7-1,2) and over varying lengths of time at a grade level.
The Teacher's Guides suggest alternatives for modifying instruction
for different grade levels where appropriate. The reading level varies
within each module: The Student DataBooks are approximately at
grade 9 level, but some extracts from other sources are more challenging. These extracts are important because they show students
that many people have contributed to the data, but younger students
may need more time and help to understand them. The Teacher's
Guides also include extension activities and resources that can maximize the grade-level flexibility of each module. Using the visuals
included in the BGGS videodiscs and the activities built into the
CD-ROM, you can further tailor instruction to your students.
Obviousl¡ you will determine whether particular lessons suit your
students' abilities. 'Sflhen a rarTge of required teaching time is given
for a module, for example, 10 to 12 days, the greater amount of time
should be planned for younger students. If you believe a lesson might
be too difficult for your students, eliminate or simplify it. Rarely will
the elimination of a lesson render a module ineffective. On the other
hand, try to utilize the suggested extensions if the lesson does not
adequately challenge your students.

[ssues -Based Geognaphic {nquin'y
In order to foster active learning and higher-level thinking, GIGI
stresses issues-based geographic inquiry. Inquiry is essentially the
method of science and of good detective work: It poses questions and
proposes answers about the real world and it tests its answers with
real data. Students do this with GIGI. Because this approach may be
different from what students are famtlíar with, you may wish to pre-

Geograpbic Inquiry into Global Issues

pare them by describing the process and its connection to the real
world. Also, their reading and discussion of the "Memo ro the
Student from the GIGI Staff" will help them understand the inquiry
approach. GIGI is based on Frances Slater's inquiry aciviry planning
model (L993). To reach GIGI's goals, your students study specific
global issues by pursuing answers to geographic questions (Figure 2).
They answer these questions by analyzing and evaluating data, using
geographic methods and skills. This "doing geography" approach
leads to significant outcomes in knowledge, skills, and perspectives.
The progression from questions to generalizations "is crucial as a
structure for activity planning and as a strategy for developing meaning and understanding. Meaning and undersranding define the
process of tying little factual knots of information into bigger general
knots so that geography begins to make sense, not as a heap of isolated facts but as a network of ideas and procedures" (Slater 1993,
page 60).
In truly free inquiry students work independentl¡ but with GIGI
posing questions and providing data, you and your students explore
the issues together. This approach supports and encourages your students in learning geography.
By using issues-based inquir¡ you promote the development of a
critical perspective in your students. They learn the habits of critical
and reflective thinking. Multiple and opposing positions are inherenr

Goals
I
I
V

lssues
I
Y

Geographic Questions

Methods of Processing

+

I
V

Data

+

Exercise of Skills

I
I

V

Outcomes
I
I
Y

Assessment
Fågune 2

GlCl's model for issues-based geographic inquiry (after
Slater 1993).
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in these issues. Facts can be used to support different points of view.
This is the context in which the habits of the critical perspective can
develop, and interpretation is the key activity. ìØith GIGI you foster
these habits and abilities as you help your students interpret data
guided by hypotheses, propositions, arguments, or questions.
An essential element of data-based, issues-oriented inquiry is to
challenge your students by giving them opportunities to
. raise new questions,
. quesrion the quality of the data,
. seek more useful or current data,
o articulate relationships they perceive,
. explain their processes of investigation, and
. defend their positions, decisions, and solutions.

W&ry T'þrese lssues Wene Chosexa
In planning GIGI, we sought timeless issues that are truly global
in scope and that are of special concern to geographers. In this wag
GIGI fosters what the National Geography Standards calls "the geographically informed person" needed by modern global citizemy
(Geography Education Standards Project 1,994).
The major case stud¡ chosen to give solid grounding to the issue,
is focused on a region where the issue is clearly expressed. The secondary case studies, based in other regions including the United
States and Canada, show the global scope of the issue.
It is important to stress that, although GIGI contains a wide selection of case studies in all major regions (Figure 1) as well as frequent
references to the global distribution of many geographic phenomena,
GIGI is not a traditional regional geography. It does not attempt to
provide basic geographic information for each region, such as one
finds in traditional regional geography textbooks. In teaching a GIGI
module, it is important to keep the emphasis on the issue and not get
distracted with extraneous regional information.

Kole of Questiorus
Each GIGI module is divided into six to eight lessons, each titled
by a question; subquestions head individual sections of the lessons.
Questions guide inquiry in order to merge the process of investigation with the drawing of conclusions. Directly linking questions and
answers helps achieve an intellectually satisfying understanding of a
problem (Slater 1,993). 'Slhen students are asked to learn only conclusions without learning how they are drawn, we perpetuate the tradition of an answer-centered education bereft of higher-level thinking.
Therefore, it is important that students understand they are not

x¡¡
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always expected to answer the questions when they first appear, but
rather to keep them in mind as guides when they are reading or
discussing.
GIGI asks both convergent and divergent questions, trying ro
reach a balance between the two. Supplement the questions in GIGI
by asking your students many more of the types of questions suggested by Slater (1993). These are questions that encourage
. recall,
. classification and ordering,
o the use of data to draw conclusions,
.. awareness of the limitations of data or of evaluation of

.

data, and
awareness of the processes of reasoning used.

According to the National Geography Standards, the "geographically informed person applies a comprehensive spatial view of the
world to life situations" (Geography Education Standards Project
1,994).In order to foster such a view of the world, GIGI asks
geographid questions that ask where things are and why. By asking
such geographic questions and by having students learn to ask them,
you will reinforce GIGI's approach. A good quesrion to begin with is:
\üØhere is this issue located? Then proceed to questions such as the
following:
. ìØhy does it take place there?
. FIow and why does this issue affect the people in this place?
o In what other places do people confront this issue?
. How and why are these places related?
¡ 'SØhat alternatives do people have to improve their situation
and which alternatives do you recommend?

F'¡.lxadarmentaT Therr¡es

of Geography

In recent years, many geography teachers have learned that the
five "fundamental themes" (Joint Committee on Geographic
Education 1,984) help them ask geographic questions. The theme of
Location asks where things arc and why things are located where
they are. Place is the theme that inquires into human and physical
characteristics of locations. Human-Environment Interaction examines how and why humans both adapt to and modify their environments as well as the consequences of these actions. Movement investigates not only how and why places are connected but also what is
the significance of those interactions. The theme of Region seeks to
identify and explain similarities and differences among areas and
how and why these form and change. An extended explanation of
the themes and their concepts, interrelationships, and applications is

Political
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given in Hill and McCormick (t989). The themes are useful because
they encourage the kinds of questions required to help students
develop the geographic perspective.

[rreportance of l-ocal Exanapåes
GIGI is a world geograph¡ but it shows that issues work at various geographic scales-personal, local, regional, national, and global. Because it is sometimes difficult for younger students to identify
with faraway places, success with GIGI in part depends upon the
ability of both you and your students to relate the issues to examples
in your local community. \7e strongly recommend that you refer in
class to local examples of the issue being investigated. Just as imporranr, we encourage you to have your students conduct local field
studies related to this issue whenever possible. Issues having important geographic dimensions abound in every community (see the
Extension Activities and Resources section at the end of this
Teacher's Guide for examples). Peak educational experiences often
come when students see things in the field that relate to their classroom studies. \Øe discuss other reasons for local involvement in the
next section.
Familiar people can be as important as familiar places in motivating students. The quality of personal engagement is at the crux of
successful instruction. Using the BGGS videodisc segments that
accompany most GIGI lessons is a powerful way to help your students find relevance by identifying the GIGI issues with real people.
Similarly, you can connect GIGI issues to everyday life at a human
scale, especially at the students' own age levels, by using current
newspaper accounts or magazines that address the student's perspective.
As you gain familiaríty with teaching local examples, as you
develop field exercises for your students, and as you learn how to put
a human face on these materials, you will begin to customize the
GIGI modules to fit your particular environment. Our trial teachers
reported that the more they taught GIGI modules, the more comfortable they became in adapting them to fit their needs.

F-ostering Optirnistíc and Constructive Perspectíves
The seriousness and complexity of the global issues studied in
GIGI can overwhelm students unless you take care to foster optimistic and constructive perspectives toward issues. "Gloom and
doom" needs to be balanced with examples of success and prospects
for positive change. It is important to help your students develop a
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sense of personal efhcacy, an

attitude that their actions can make a
difference in solving global problems. The maxim, "Think Globallg
Act Locall¡" speaks to the need to help students organize and conduct constructive actions that address local variants of the issues they
are studying. As we noted earlier, student involvement in local projects enriches their educational experience. There is also good evidence that it actually produces an oprimistic feeling-that their
actions can make a difference-to help them deal with the often difficult and sometimes depressing world issues. GIGI modules often
include lessons and activities to show possibilities for positive action.
Certain perspectives foster student optimism and constructive
behavior. Geography students, especiall¡ should learn to respect
other peoples and lands, and they should come to cherish environmental unity and natural diversity. They should also learn to be skeptical about simplistic explanations, such as the theory thar attempts
to explain human characteristics and acrions in terms of the physical
environment alone, which geographers call "environmental determinism." Most important, optimistic and constructive perspectives
accompany the development of empath¡ tolerance, and openmindedness. These traits are fostered by avoiding sexist and racist
language, discouraging ethnocentricit¡ and challenging stereotypes,
simplistic solutions, and basic âssumptions.

References to Data
Unlike most textbooks, GIGI attributes its sources of data with
in-text citations and full reference lists, which is another way of
encouraging the critical perspective. In the Student DataBook, marerial that has been extracted from original sources is indented and
printed in a different typeface. Long exrracs are highlighted with
background color. Use of these sources helps your students learn that
real people construct ideas and data and that their concepts and
information are not immutable. Instead, they often change through
the critiques and interpretations of various people. By using these
scholarly conventions, we intend to encourage your students to
appreciate the tentativeness of knowledge and to value scholarship
and academic integrity.

tlpdating
Real data quickly become obsolete. GIGI addresses this fact by
discussing historical trends of data and by stressing concepts. You
should reinforce this bias for concepts and also freely acknowledge
the datedness of information by explaining why it is still used (for
example, the lags between research and writing and publication and
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use; the lack of more recent data). nØhenever possible, guide students
to update materials. Britannica's Geopedia, on the BGGS CD-ROM,
contains data based on Encyclopædia Britannica's'World Data
Annual, which is also available in print form. Have students use
these sources to supplement and update GIGI data.

Assessång l-eanning
Evaluation of student achievements with GIGI can be focused on
two broad areas. The first is the developing ability of students to
undertake geographic inquiry. The second is the acquisition of
knowledge and perspectives about the module issue.
The ability of students to undertake inquiry in geography can be
related to the primary questions that guide geographical study. They
are noted earlier in this memo. As students work through the module, they are likely to become increasingly adept at asking and
answering geographic questions. Seek to extend your students' competence in several clusters of skills that facilitate geographic inquiry.
These clusters include the following:
. Identifying problems and issues. This may be done through
observation, asking questions, brainstorming, reading, and
in other ways.
. Inquiring into the problems and issues in many ways such as
through map reading and interpretation, making surveys,
and using results of surveys done by others.
. Making decisions and taking action, for example, through
reviewing alternatives, establishing priorities and criteria,
and communicating cooperatively with people in other ways.
o Reflecting at all stages of the process of inquir¡ especially
through careful consideration of diverse sources of evidence.
Students will acquire knowledge of the module issue as they
make their inquiries. This knowledge can be tested and graded.
Assessments may be based on the following:
. Knowledge and skills shown by work on Activities included
in this Teacher's Guide and on questions in the Student
DataBook.
. Observations of student participation in groups and in class
discussions.
Specific assessment ideas are given at the end of some lessons in
the section called For Further Inquiry. In addition, the Teacher's
Guide ends with Extension Activities and Resources. Some of these
extension activities can serve as authentic assessments.
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Potential Uses
In addition to the flexibility offered by the free-standing nature of
the modules, GIGI has a number of other characteristics that encourage widespread use. Modules can be extended and enhanced with the
BGGS CD-ROM, videodiscs, and posrers. Because GIGI's issuesbased approach integrates several topics (for example, population,
economic, political, physical, and cultural geography) in a single
module, the modules are not conducive to using an approach in
which topics are taught separately. On the other hand, GIGI may be
used with a world regional approach because there are modules for
each of 10 world regions. A year-long world geography or global
studies course will have more than enough material by using 12 modules. Five to seven modules may constitute a one-semester, issuesbased geography course covering several regions. You can define
clusters of modules for your own curricular purposes. 'lØe have identified three clusters for interdisciplinary studies within the Britannica
Global Geography System, each comprising six or seven GIGI modules. They are Earth's Enuironment and Society, Economic
Deuelopment, and Global Political and Cultural Change. BGGS
includes a videodisc and poster for each cluster. These strand packages could well be used in Social and Environmental Studies, Earth
Science, Global Studies, and Area Studies classes. Activities in the
modules also support math, language arts, and arts curricula.
GIGI encourages and facilitates the development of a variety of
geographic skills that transfer widely into the natural and social sciences. Among these are skills of asking geographic quesrions and
developing and testing geographic generalizations. These require
other GIGI skills including examining and making a variety of maps;
analyzing photographs; constructing and interpreting graphs and
tables of spatial data; and collecting, interpreting, and presenting
geographic information.
Finallg GIGI promotes a wide variety of linguistic, numeric, oral,
creative, and social skills as well as geographic skills. In particular,
GIGI emphasizes cooperative learning. .üe believe that one of the
great strengths of the GIGI modules is that they give students
practice in both group and individual problem solving. As students
become more familiar with the global issues, they learn that finding
solutions to world problems requires people to work togerher
cooperatively.
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Poåítica[ Change
How does political change affect peoples and places?
Political changes in such places as the former Soviet Union,
Poland, the former Yugoslavia, the former Czechoslovakia, Haiti,
Somalia, South Africa, and Hong Kong are worldwide news stories.
They are of global concern not only because they may involve armed
conflict with death, destruction, and dislocation where they occur,
but also because they often have profound effects on other places.
Today's students are likely to be affected by these events and processes, because in an increasingly interconnected world, seemingly
far-flung political changes can directly affect U.S. citizens. Not only is
political change happening on national and international scales, but
local political changes can also affect the lives of students; for example, a school board election can bring in new board members whose
philosophies may diverge markedly from former members. For these
reasons, it is important to include the study of political change in the
curriculum.
This geography is directly concerned with the fudamental theme
of Place, with understanding the physical and human characteristics
of place, and with the causes of differences from place to place.
Because political change is a major reason for such differences, the
question of political change is important to geography. The central
question of this module is "How does political change affect peoples
and places?"
In Lesson 1,, students address the meaning and importance of
political change and place it in a global context by considering several recent examples from throughout the world. Lessons 2-6 constitute the module's major case study of Hong Kong, in which students
explore what happens when places undergo political changes.
Although Hong Kong is physically part of East Asia, its economic
and cultural identity has been shaped by being politically administered by Great Britain sínce L842.In t997 , after 155 years of British
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control, the status of Hong Kong will change again when it is
restored to the political control of China.
In Lesson 2, students use maps to evaluate Hong Kong's location,
compare market to command economies, and describe landscape elements to examine the economic and cultural characteristics of this
place. In Lesson 3, students compare differing Chinese and British
views of the history of Great Britain's takeover of Hong Kong. In the
following lesson, students analyze maps, tables, and graphs to look
at the roles of four newly industrialized countries-Hong Kong and
the three other "Tigers" (Taiwan, South Korea, and Singapore)-in
relation to China. In Lesson 5, students role-play negoriations
between Britain and China over the future of Hong Kong. Students
examine in Lesson 6 how the political change planned for L997 is
already affecting people in Hong Kong and in other places, and they
speculate about whether Hong Kong's economic and cultural
dynamism will continue under Chinese control. For contrast, the
closing lesson provides a brief case study of another example of
planned political change-the negotiations of the Inuit peoples with
the Canadian government for political control over their homeland in
the far north of the Northwest Territories.
Using the BGGS CD-ROM can simplify lesson planning by making it easy to âccess the resources the system provides for each lesson.
It shows exactly which GeopediarM data and learning acivities can
be used in long-range and short-term assignments, and which
videodisc clips will provide visual reinforcemenr for each GIGI lesson. The CD-ROM can also show you ways in which a lesson in one
module relates to a lesson in another module. And it indicates where
to find every reference in GIGI, GeopediarM, rhe Mini-Atlas maps,
and the videodiscs to any key topic-for example, "tsunami" or
"Baigladesh." The students will also be able ro use the BGGS
CD-ROM for further research and short-term or long-term range
assignments. The BGGS multimedia components and their uses are
explained fully in the tabbed BGGS secrion in the front of this
Teacher's Guide.
The following are general modifications recommended for
younger students:
o Plan for fifteen days because the activities will require more
teacher explanation and support.
o Provide directions for homework assignments and monitor
students' understanding and progress.
o Prior to assigning written activities requiring students to draw
conclusions and summarize their findings, ask guiding questions and develop a sample outline on rhe chalkboard.
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l\4odule tbjectives

.
.
o
o
.
o

Understand how planned political changes may occur.
Give examples of the effects of political change on peoples
and places.
Be able to relate political change to economic change.
Describe how political changes can lead to cultural confrontations and how cultural differences may be seen in the built
landscape.
Examine reasons why people may seek political change.
Recognize how political changes can help explain the differences between places.

Ntrrnber of Ðays Required to Teach

Polå,tô,cø-|. Ch,a,nge

Eleven to thirteen 5O-minute class periods

Suggestions for Teacher R.eading
Edwards, Mike. 1991. Mother Russia on a new course. National Geographic,

February:2-37.
Karnow, Stanley. 1989.V/hat will happen when the Chinese take back their fragrant harbor? Smithsonian, Aprtl; 4048.
Kelly, Ian. 1986. Hong Kong: A Political-Geographic Analysis. Honolulu:
University of Hawaii Press.
Kohl, Larry. 199L. Hong Kong: plight of the Boat People. Nøtional Geograpbic,
February: 133-138.
Szulc, Tad. 1991..Dispatches from Eastern Europe. National Geographic, March:

2_33.
Vesilind, Priit J. 1990. The Baltic Nations: Estonia, Latvía, and Lithuania struggle
toward independence. Nationøl Geographic, November: 2-37.

Woronoff, Jon. 1992. Asia's "Miracle" Economies,2nd edition. Armonk, NY:
M. E. Sharpe.Inc.
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One 50-minute class period

Why is political change important?
(pages 4-6)

Materíals
W Mini-Atlas
maos

Needed
1 and 2

A. Have students, still in their groups, read the
text on pâges 4-6, examine Figure 1 (the
"before and after" photographs of the Berlin

'SØall),

and answer Questions L-3 on page 6.

otossaxy \A/ord
Gf apartheid
6e&&&rng S&as"&ed
Have students read the Memo to the Student
and the overview on pages 2-3 in the Student
DataBook prior to beginning the module. AIso
make students aware that there is a Glossary
in the back of their DataBooks.
Divide the class into groups of about three or
four students. Distribute Mini-Atlas map 1
and Mini-Atlas map 2 (maps of Europe and
'SØestern
Asia as of 1.987 and 1.994) to each
group. Have the groups observe and list all of
the changes to national boundaries that
occurred in these regions. [These include the
reunification of Cermany and Yemen and the
divisions of Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, and
the Soviet Union.] Ask students to come up
with a tentative definition of political change
based on these maps. [At this point, students
may think that political changes only occur
when boundaries shift; they will see in this
lesson that a broader definition is also appropriate.l

4
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Questions and Answers for page 6
1. How would you describe the political

.
2.

3.

This event symbolized the reunification of Germany as the borders between the old East
and'West came down. The old communist political system of East Germany expired.

'What

o

change brought about by the fall of the Berlin Wall?

evidence of political change do you see in Figure

1?

The "before" photo shows evidence of totalitarian control over people-guards, barbed
wire, and so on. The "after" photo shows the expressions of freedom as Berliners rejoiced
at the collapse of the old communist system.

'S7hat

would you suggest as another example of political change, either recently or in the past,
that also aroused people's emotions?

o

This question is open to student opinion. Events they remember may include the protests
about attempted coups in Russia in 7991 and 1993, or from the more distant past (but
perhaps studied recently by students), even the American or French Revolutions of the
eighteenth century. Any change in government, such as a U.S. presidential election or a
local election, would also be acceptable answers. The main point to note, in any case, is
that political changes are important because they affect people by affecting their political
and economic lives.
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Where else is political change happening?
(pages 7-8)

7

B. Have groups

read through the list of selected
political changes (Table 1). Have each group
update the table by listing at least two other
political changes since 1987 that are not on
the table. IFor example, the secession from
Yugoslavia of Slovenia, Croatia, BosniaHerzegovina, and Macedonia was excluded
from this table; other changes may have
occurred since the publication of the
module.l

C. Have groups answer

Questions 4 and 5 on

page 8 by classifying the Table 1 list into (a)
those changes that affected the world map and
(b) those that did not. From this classificâtion,
groups can derive a general working definition
of political change (Question 6) and speculate
about future political changes (Question 7).
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Questions and Answers for page 8

4. \7hich political

changes have created new

political boundaries and the need for new maps?

Explain.

r

On Table

the breakup of the old Soviet Union and of Czechoslovakia and the
reunification of Germany created the need for new mâDS.
1-,

5. Vhich political

.

Changes in the political and economic structures of Israel and Palestine and in South
Africa have not, as yet, created new boundaries. Similarl¡ the first stirrings of political
change in the Soviet Union (in 1,987) and in Czechoslovakia (in 19891 did not immediately
cause boundary changes.

6. How

.

Z

do all of the political changes in Table 1 affect people?

Students can easily note that political changes can creâte new countries or redefine old
boundaries (changing peoples' citizenship). But it is also important to note that changes to
political or economic systems can have profound effects on peoples' daily lives (as in
Palestine or South Africa) without affecting mapped borders.

'Where

.

changes have not created new political boundaries? Explain.

do you think political change is going to happen in the future?

This is for speculation; accept any suggestions from students. This is a lead-in to the Hong
Kong case study introduced in the next section.

Why does Deng Xiaoping want "several
Hong Kongs"? (page 9)

D.

Have students read this short text. Emphasize
that the module will turn next to a case study
of a future political change in Hong Kong, to
explore in-depth how political change affects
peoples and places. Ask students if they think
that residents of Hong Kong will rejoice about
political change as much as the Berliners
shown in Figure 1 did. Also ask why the leader
of China's government wants to build "several
Hong Kongs." [Accept speculation; the photo
on page 9 showing the intense economic
development of Hong Kong may give some
clues. Inform students that the next several
lessons look at this ouestion in more detail.l

Geographic Inquiry into Global Issues

For Fssr-&her ðnrqss&ry
Ask students to begin bringing in articles over
the next two or three weeks (the duration of
the module) that exemplify current political
changes. These should include not only international changes but also any national, state,
or local changes (e.g., Congressional redistricting, creation of new school districts, or any
elections). Hang the articles on the bulletin
board after a discussion of them.

What kind of place is Homg KongP

W

Tir¡:re R.equired
Two 5O-minute class periods

%,Materials Needed
Mini-Atlas map
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*tossaÐ/ Words
command economy

Where is Hong Kong and how has its
location influenced political change?
(pages 10-14)

A. Divide the class into small groups of about
three or four students each. Have the groups
read the text and examine Figures 24 (pages
1.L-L3). Distribute Mini-Atlas map 3 (political
world map), which they will need to answer
Questions L-2 on page 1.4.
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Getting Started
This lesson looks at the physical, economic,
and cultural characteristics of Hong Kong. To
get students thinking about the geographic
theme of place, have them describe the distinctive physical, economic, and cultural characteristics of their own community. These might
include landforms, vegetation, types of industry, systems of transportation, major religions,
ethnic groups, or architectural styles.
Geographers think of place as a location that
has been given character-ask students how
their place differs from other nearby places.
'SØhat
makes it distinctive?
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Questions and Answers for
L.

page

!4

'V/hat

is Hong Kong's location in relation to (a) the Tropic of Cancer and the equator?
(b) China's political capital at Beijing? (c) Great Britain?

.

With Mini-Atlas map 3 and Figures 2,3, and 4, students can determine that Hong Kong is
at about 22o30'north latitude by 114'30'east longitude. It is south of the Tropic of
Cancer but north of the equator. Hong Kong is roughly 1,300 miles south of Beijing and
8,000 miles southeast of Great Britain.

For younger students, review how degrees of latitude and longitude are divided into
60 minutes to help them with the coordinates.

2. How has Hong Kong's location influenced political change?

o

Hong Kong has an advantageous coâstal site, with a deep-water harbor near large markets
in China and the rest of heavily populated East Asia. It is situated along a heavily traveled
ocean trade route, providing access for international trade to China's interior. These
factors made it an attractive and strategic location for a world power such as Great
Britain. At the same time, its relatively great distance from the center of China's political
po\Ã/er made it difficult for the Chinese to maintain control over Hong Kong. Because the
British were superior to the Chinese in military power during the nineteenth centur¡ they
were able to obtain and hold control of Hong Kong, even though it is a great distance
from Britain.

How do the economic systems of Hong
Kong and China differ? (pages 14-15)

B.

Have groups read the text and create a brief
skit, acting out the roles of producers, consumers, and the government as shown in
Figure 5 on page 15. The point is for students
to see how interactions between producers and
consumers differ between the two economic
systems described. In the sâme wây, relations
between individual consumers and their government differ in the two systems, with the
government having more direct control over
the individual's life in the command economy.
No/¿: The figure and text describe extreme
examples of each system. The market economy
shown has no government involvement, which

is only the case in true laissez-faire systems.
Similarly, not all command economies are fully
planned by governments. Point out that no
place follows these examples perfectly; all
places have some characteristics of each.
Nevertheless, these extremes dramatize how

different the present economic structure of
Hong Kong is from that of China.
After the skit, have students describe
which system they would prefer if they were
producers or consumers. fMany students may
be aware of how consumer goods (e.9., televisions, clothes) have typically been in very
short supply in command economies such as
the former Soviet Union.l
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What does Hong Kong's landscape mean?
(pages'16-'17)

C.

Open discussion about how political and economic systems in a place can be reflected in the
built environment (e.g., buildings, city layouts,
and so on). Ask students to brainstorm what
kinds of architectural or building characteristics fit their image of Eastern culture. Point out

that Hong Kong is a place where there is a
mixture of Eastern and'Western cultural influences as a result of its being part of China and
Great Britain at different times. Have students
examine Figures 6 and 7 on page 17 and list
items that they see in the photographs rhar
'S7estern
seem to have Eastern and
cultural
influences. Have students read the text and
discuss Questions 3-5 on page L6.
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Questions and Answers for page 76

3. 'SØhat

.

evidence do you see to support Kelly's argument?

The Bank of China building (Figure 6) shows several elements typical of Chinese
architecture: the Chinese characters over the entrance; the traditional animal figures
"guarding" the doors; and the architectural motif on the walls. By contrâst, the skyline
'Western
shows the vertical elements (that is, skyscrapers) Kelly mentioned as typical of
influences.

Younger students may need help with this somewhat abstract reading and Question 3. Use
the other photographs included in the Student DataBook or video resources from your media
center to help them identify features typical of Western cities and features more common in

traditional Chinese cities.

4.

\X/hat other Eastern and'Western landscape features do you imagine you would find in Hong
Kong?

o

Have the class brainstorm a list of landscape features that they identify with Eastern
cultures (e.g., rickshaws, pagodas, street markets). Alternatively have groups compete to
make lists of landscape features.

5. In your own community what

buildings or other landscape features do you consider to be

cultural symbols? Explain.

o

For this question, challenge groups to sketch the buildings or other architectural features
of the built landscape that are evidence of cultural attitudes. Encourage students to think
of their familiar landscape in a different way: What elements of their environment (which
they may take for granted) might an outsider view as symbolic of their culture?
Examples are legion. Students in large cities may think of the variety of ethnic
influences seen in restaurants or shops with non-English signs. Students in suburbs may
recognize that subdivisions, shopping malls, and strips of fast-food restaurants are very
characteristic of U.S. culture. Students in rural areas could consider something as ordinary
as a barn as a distinctive cultural symbol.
The key point here is for students to realize that cultural influences are always reflected
in the built environment of a place.

D. To close the lesson, ask students what they
think might happen to Hong Kong's landscape
after it reverts to China's control in L997.
Accept speculation, for it is uncertain whether
Hong Kong will succumb to Chinese culture

after the political change or whether it will
remain as it is toda¡ a unique place reflecting
influences of both East and rü/est.

ffiæw FusrËWæw Wwnqw&wy

In advance of this class period, have students
collect images of Eastern and lØestern countries or from places that have command
economies and those that have market
economies. Have students make collages contrasting these images.
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F{ow dåd F{or¿g Koã}g corl}e

under Bråtaåslk coxetrolP
W

T-irne R.equired
One or two S0-minute class oeriods

%.*uterials Needed

Copies of Activity 1 for each student (optional)
Copies of Activity 2 for each group of students
Mini-Atlas map 4

otossa.r-v !tror-ds
Gl dynasty
feng shui

mandarin

opium

profit
treaty port

"In this book it is our design to treat all of
the great and admirable achievements of the
Great Khan now reigning, who is styled
Kublai Khan; the latter word implying in our
language Lord of Lords, and of a surety he
had good right to such a title, for in respect
to number of subjects, extent of territor¡ and
amount of revenue, he surpasses every sovereign that has heretofore been or that now is
in the world. . . ."
Trauels of Marco Polo, edited by
-The
Manuel Komroff, New York: Random
House Modern Library, L953, page L1.1,
The British, who had the world's largest
empire in the nineteenth centur¡ believed their
culture to be the highest and most progressive
in the world. For example, on pâge 24 of the
Student DataBook, Hong Kong's Governor, Sir
Henry Blake, is quoted as saying that he hoped
the Chinese in Hong Kong would be prosperous and h"ppy, "like the Queen's fQueen
Vrctoria] subjects everywhere else." Thus, the
Chinese and the British looked down on each
other.

6eË&åørg S&ae,ted
Students may need some background to understand the readings in this lesson, which show
how the British and Chinese held very different
views of the world. For example, the Chinese
considered'S7esterners backward barbarians.

The Chinese name for their own country
(Chung Kuo) means central splendor, an
expression of China's high opinion of itself.
Indeed, in the thirteenth century, Marco Polo,
the first \Testerner to travel through and live in
China, developed that opinion. For example,
he wrote:
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ñÞs'ogedn"&res
How did Chinese and British views of Hong
Kong compare? (pages 18-23)

A. Students can read the two narratives in the
Student DataBook (one by the aide to
Mandarin Lin and the other by a British merchant) to get differing perspectives on how
Hong Kong first became a colony of Great
Britain. Although the narrator of each account
is fictional, the events described are taken from

the historical record. Have students refer to
Mini-Atlas nl'ap 4 (map of Hong Kong) and
Figures 8 and 9 (pages 20 and 23) to locate
places mentioned in the readings.
These two accounts may be used for
inquiry in various ways. The following are
three suggestions, the first two of which could
be done in tandem with a fine arts, histor¡ or

b.

Give several students the narratives a day
or two before the lesson. Have them learn
the two views and appear in class as guests
on a mock news-interview show (modeled
on Face the Nation or Meet the Press).The
remainder of the class then asks each guest
questions (perhaps using Activity 1 as a
guide). Have other class members videotape these interviews.

c.

Divide the class in half and have one group
read the Chinese aide's point of view while

English class.

a.

Have students use the two readings to create a short TV play with students acting
out the roles of the characters mentioned
in these âccounts. Each narrative refers to
several different historical figures (e.g., Lin
Zexu, Charles Elliot); creâte other appropriate roles as needed to involve more students. Have other students videotape the
dramatization.

the other group reads the British merchant's point of view. Then have each
group orally present answers to their portion of the questions in Activity 1.
Some terms in the accounts may be unfamiliar to younger students; clarify these if
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How d¡d the Ch¡nese react
change in 1894?
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to pol¡t¡cal

Vc h¿vc F¡ rhc virwFi¡ß ofindividurß sho *cr. ir Horg
(oñBwhcn n Ms fißr rrkcr by ¡h. ¡rnnh. Nó4 w. loôç rr how
rhc Chinêsê ¡êrd.d ¡o polùidl.hrng. il ú..nd ôf'n. ni¡ren'h

Bnùh r¡nounc.d thar forrhc trcr

It

yc.ß {unril r997),

necessary. Be sure students understand
what is meant by Western notions. lf they
are unsure, identify the European nations
that expanded into Asia in search of
trade, such as Portugal (Macau), the
Netherlands (lndonesia), and England
(Hong Kong).
B.

Another way to look at the rationale for
Britain's interest in Hong Kong is through map
analysis. Divide the class into small groups and
distribute the large-scale map of Hong Kong
(Mini-Atlas map 4) and copies of Activity 2 to
each group. The Activity provides additional
historical background, picking up after the

First Opium 'War described in the narrative
accounts, and asks several questions about

c.oqtîþhk taluD irto clahrl

Britain's motivation for acquiring the New
Territories. Analysis of Mini-Atlas map 4 provides students with the data needed to answer
these questions (see Key for Actiuity 2).
How did the Chinese react to political
change in 1898? (pages 23-25)

C. The final section of this lesson

describes how
residents of Hong Kong's New Territories
reacted to becoming part of Great Britain's
empire in 1898; it is in part â lead-in to the
next two lessons, which explore the issues
involved in the upcoming political change of
1997 (the end of the 99-year lease on the New
Territories). Have groups read this text and
answer Questions 1-4 on page 25.

h'!é

^r,-,a-",

rh. N.w T.rnôri.s *oùld S'prû ¡nd prrccl ofHc¡ M.jcsryÌ
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'hil
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rùbjKs cr..Nhúc dsc' (Morß I 93 s, rirc 23 I ).
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ù.uncquil
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'n¡o L.lxnd r!\ouvcnrr.
'hc
B'Jkc
rnchk¡l srrcs ¡o hn hóñc,n
'hc Nh¿n rclîrionr bceccr ¡.nrin rnd Chim c¡sc¿
Evcnrurlly'ook
in I9!5,
somcshâr,rhcgãrcswcrcrcrorcdrorhcliìhgc.^cordi¡lc.rc¡ìonI
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Questions and Answers for page 25
1. How did the Chinese

residents of Hong Kong react in 1898 to becoming a part of the British

Empire?

.

Students may point out that the Chinese faced tremendous changes at this time, shifting
from what they believed was a superior Chinese life to one that was controlled by people
they believed were barbaric. The treaty between the Chinese and the British had many
examples of miscommunication, resulting in anger and mistrust from both parties.

2. Why did they

o

react as they did?

Chinese residents in the New Territories were probably desperate in their decision to fight
for freedom. They were considered to be citizens of China, yet the British also demanded
loyalty. The British violated beliefs the Chinese held to be sacred and had an approach to
life very different from that found in China.

3. Do you think that residents of Hong Kong will

react

in

1.997 as they did

in 1898?

'Why

or

why not?

.

This question asks for speculation. Students may be aware that many people have decided
to leave Hong Kong before the lease expires in 1997. The irony is that the residents of
Hong Kong have become accustomed to a more'Western life-style than is now found in the
communist society of China. Again, there may be great resistance to political change, but
it is likely that the present cause of resistance is that economic systems under the two
polities
,o different-whereas in 1898, it was þrimarily
of cultural conflict

"."r.
created "r.
by the political change from Chinese to British control.

4. lÍ

o

you lived in Hong Kong, how would you react to the change in 1,997?
Encourage students to speculate on their actions from the perspectives of British-born
residents, people of Chinese ancestry, wealthy international business o\Mners, and people
who came to Hong Kong from other parts of the world seeking work.

D. As a segue into

Lesson 4, ask for students'
opinions on this question: Do you think Hong
Kong will be able to continue its dynamic
economy under Chinese control? After a brief
discussion, tell students that in the next lesson,
they will learn more about Hong Kong's economic importance and how it compares with
its East Asian neighbors-the so-called "Four
Tigers."
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Whet are the Four Tiger-sP

Tiw-¡e Required
@ Two
or three S0-minute

class periods

W

l\u{aterials ldeeded
Copies of Activity 3 for each group of students
Colored pencils for Activity 3
Copies of Activity 4 materials for each group
of students (optional)

otossary Words
Gf Four
Tigers

newly industrialized country (NIC)
Pacific Rim
region

GettËrng S&ar"Ëed
. This lesson introduces students to the Pacific
Rim nations in East Asia that are considered

newly industrialized countries (NICs).
Although there are notable differences in
development among Taiwan, South Korea,
Singapore, and Hong Kong, what they share is

that they all maintain Eastern cultures while
practicing SØestern capitalistic economic policies. They each are members of two regionsthe East Asian culture region and the global
trading region based on 'Süestern capitalismand each have had mixed success grappling
with these dual roles.

Tell students that nations often are symbolized
by animal mascots, just as schools are often
symbolized by mascots. Ask students to
describe what their school mascot says about
their school. Then ask them to identify any
mascots of nations that they know. They may
mention the eagle for the United States; note
the mascots for nations discussed in this module-the dragon for China and the lion for
England. Discuss students' perceptions of why
the nations selected those symbols. That is,
what image do citizens of those nations have
or want to have about their country?
Show students a picture of a tiger. (If you
do not have a picture of a tiger, make a trânsparency of the tiger face from the game board
included in this lesson and project it on the
overhead.) Explain that this symbol has recentIy been used for Hong Kong and three other
nations in East Asia (Singapore, Taiwan, and
South Korea). Ask students to list the qualities
of a tiger that might be desirable as a national
image. Explain that this lesson focuses on the
"Four Tigers" of East Asia; students can refer
to Figure 1,0 on page 28 for the location of
these countries.
You may wish to give students a chance
to act in the interests of the Four Tigers
and simulate the excitement of trade in
East Asia by playing the "Four Tigers
Investment Game" in this lesson. This is
an option recommended for younger students. See Procedures E-G.

Political
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Procedures
Why are the Four Tigers called NlCs?
(pages 26-34)

A.

Have students work in small groups to study
this section and to answer Questions 1-9.
Students will gain a better understanding of
Tables 3 and 4 and will be better prepared to
answer Questions 7-9 íf you have them complete Procedures B and C below.

B.

Have students use Table 3 on page 32 to create
abar graph showing the changes from 1965 to

1988 in the Four Tigers' shares of world
exports.

You may wish to use the following to give
younger students the structure of the bar
graph: Label the vertical axis "Percentage
of world exports" and mark off a scale,
starting with 0 at the bottom and rising
in even increments to 2.5 at the top. The
horizontal scale should give the two time
periods, 1965 and 1988. A bar should rise
from each of the two time periods on the
horizontal scale to the correct percentage
for each of the Four Tigers. Write the
names of the countries within the bars.
C. Have students complete Activity 3, which has
them use data from Table 4 on page 34 to cre-

ate a vector map showing the destinations and
percentages of the Four Tigers' exports. See
Key for Actiuity 3.

,::,Èii; c-"o¡.
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What are the Fout Tigers?

Why are the Four Tlgers called NlCa?
Sii.c N,oild Vr. ¡1, Ilon8 KonB hrs cmcrs.¿ rs Õn. ol rh. mor
prosF¡ousDhc¿s in ErAsir. tusùch, ii hrs hni$cirkd
wnh
rhK orhc¡nc*ly prospé¡ôur ph.6 rhc r.s,oñ,ñð.coJnri6
'n OcÊ¡n. tß
rrc l6.rdd âlonß lhc rin ôfúc Pxcific
s.os.rphic
.csion ¡ knowr rs ùc Prcìfic Rin (Fißùr. ì0 otr Dlsc 28). tr counrics ilon8 ¡hc;n ¡.c rcryrdir¿ly ùrdi4rhcirgdsrnd sc*tcr
¡o.¡ch ôùè* bcnc6r.
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Questions and Answers for pages 29,32,33, and 34
1.

'What

information in Table 2 would help explain why Hong Kong is so attractive to the

Chinese?

.

Although Hong Kong is a very small place compared to China, it is also a very densely
populated and very wealthy place. Its gross national product per person is about 35 times
greater than China's. China wants to control Hong Kong because Hong Kong is a
tremendous producer of wealth.

2. \lhat

.

do the Four Tigers have in common concerning their location?

All Four Tigers

are located in East Asia along the Pacific Rim and close to China. They all

have a coastal location, which is advantageous for shipping and trade.

3. \Øhich

.
4.

is largest in size? \7hich is smallest?

South Korea is largest (38,025 square miles). Singapore is smallest (239 square miles).

\Øhy do you think Japan is not considered to be a Tiger too?

.

Students will need to speculate about this. The main idea is that Japan is not ân NIC like
the Four Tigers, but rather has been a major industrialized nation for a long time.

5. Which economic activities

appear to be growing the fastest (Figure 11)? XØhich appear to be

declining?

.

In all cases, the industrial and service sectors of the economies of the Four Tigers have
increased at the expense of the agricultural sector. You may wish to discuss what it means
to have growing industrial and service sectors. In general, countries that have highly
diversified economies are less vulnerable to economic fluctuations in one industry and
especially to the fluctuations that naturally occur in agricultural markets.

6. How

.

How are they different?

Although all Four Tigers are closely aligned with Eastern culture, they differ in economic
alignment: Singapore and Hong Kong have strong historic ties to the United Kingdom.
Taiwan wâs supported by the United States as Taiwan established its independence from
China. South Korea was also supported by the United States following the Korean'War.
These alignments may be partly seen in the data on trading partners in Table 4.

7. How

.

are the political backgrounds of the Four Tigers alike?

did the Four Tigers' shares of world trade change between 1,965 and 1988 (Table 3)?

All Four Tigers enjoyed larger percentages of world trade in 1988 than they had in 7965.
Taiwan and South Korea have shown the greatest increases in both imports and exports.
continued
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8.

How do changes in exports reported in Figure 1,2 compare to changes in the domestic
economies of the Four Tigers described in Figure 11?

o

The changes are consistent from exports to domestic economic activities in that as the
domestic economies have shifted from agriculture to industr¡ the percentages of
agricultural exports have decreased and the percentages of industrial exports have
increased.

9.

How does Table 4 help you understand the connections the Four Tigers have with other
countries?

¡
.

Table 4 shows the countries or sets of countries that receive the exports of the Four Tigers;
it also shows the relative importance of these trading pârtners to the Four Tigers. For
example, the data point up the strength of the economic connections of Taiwan and Korea
with the United States and of Hong Kong with China. These connections will be visualized
more easily if students complete Activity 3.

What is China's view of the Four Tigers?
(pages

D.

3+36)

Continuing with the same small groups, have
students read and discuss the material on
pages 34-36 in the Student DataBook. Ask
students to speculate on how China's view of
the Four Tigers may affect the Four Tigers in
the future. After the groups have had a chance
to discuss the material, form a panel consisting
of a representative from each group. Then
have this panel address China's view of the
Four Tigers for a few minutes in front of the
class. Have the class discuss how this view
may aÍ{ect the future of the Four Tigers.
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Came" (optional)
E. If you choose to play the Four Tigers
Investment Game, begin by asking students to
brainstorm what nations need to become
"tigers" of industry. Lead the students to a listing of such important components of industrializatton as capital to invest; expertise; technology; products that meet the needs of the

global market; and a political system that
encourages economic growth.
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Divide the class into groups of four students
for playing teams. Distribute copies of the
Activity 4 game board and other Activity 4
game materials to each team. Hand out the
rules for the Four Tigers Investment Game and
read them over with the students. You may
also want to go over the reasons given on the
"Fate Cards" for profits and losses, because
during play students may tend to ignore these
reasons and think only about the profit and
loss. Play a practice round. Then let each
group start over and play the game until the
last 5-10 minutes of the period.
Nof¿s abowt the game: The purpose of the
game is to reinforce the identity and location
of the Four Tigers, the components of industrialization, and the relationship of marketplace
and competitor that exists between Hong
Kong and the other Tigers. The Fate Cards are
based on factual events in the four nations that
were found inthe L991World Almanac and in
Cuhuregrams. You may wish to update andlor
supplement the Fate Cards from these or other

G.

During the last 5-1,0 minutes of the period,
hold a debriefing. Ask students which investment tactics seemed to bring the best results.
'S7hat
factors affect trade? How are the Four
'VØhat
Tigers alike and how are they different?
is the relationship between Hong Kong and the

other Tigers? lOne point that should come
out is that each of the Four Tigers received
substantial economic aid to establish a foundation for healthy economies. Students may
notice that the Tigers take advantage of
rha:n l:hnr fnr thoir inr{rr<triec
hrf tney
,LJ/ v-.
invest in education and infrastructure to support continued growth. All four Tigers
depend on low world prices of petroleum.
Businesses in Hong Kong are very sensitive to
events in the People's Republic of China.
Other Tigers benefit when investments are
withdrawn from Hong Kong.]

sources.
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Wlaat will hoppen when
ås

@

W

transferred to

T-in-re H.equired
Two SO-minute class periods

N.4aterials Needed

.

F{CIreg Koxag

ChiyaaP

Inform students that they will participate in a
simulation of the conference that began in
1982. Delegates from the two nations met over
a period of two years. An âgreement affecting
the future of the entire colony of Hong Kong
was signed in1,984.

Transparency of Overhead 1
Butcher paper or newsprint

&e&Ëtnag S&ærted

.

Have a student read the following 1982 "news
flash" to the class:
NETøS FLASH! PRIME MINISTERS

TO CONFER

-

*.--.

*=

**,r=:aærn:W;+.[Fidffi fl;ffi

;çÆ1

37

England's Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher is expected to confer with
China's Prime Minister Chao Tzu-yan in
Beijing this September. The Hong Kong
news services announced today that the
topic of the Anglo-Chinese negotiations is
the expiration of the 1,898 Treaty on the
New Territories.

.

Review with students the three parts of Hong

Kong: Hong Kong Island, Kowloon, and the
New Territories. Remind them that Hong
Kong Island and Kowloon were given to Great
Britain in treaties that ended two different
Opium'V7ars. The New Territories were leased
from China for a period of 99 years in a treaty
signed in 1898. To show these locations, refer
to Figure 4 on page 13. What would rhe rerurn
of the New Territories to China do to the
remaining portion of the colony?
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What will happen when Hong
Kong is transferred to China?
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How d¡d Br¡ta¡n and Ch¡na der¡de
about Hong Kong?

what

to do

bN..r úc Unncd
Khs¿on¡ndih.Pcopl.!R.publicof
Chinárc$rdirgrh.tutur.of
Hô.9 Koñ8, ft6c di$u$ionr wc¡c hcld ro r6olv. $v.rrl ùrucs
rqirdins ¡hccnd ofBrn¿inl ì..sc on rh. N!* Lrùori.s in 1997.
nc six n¿jor ßso6 of ¡hc ¡eo¡iâinßconlcnrion r¡c rho\en on
DurinB ì932-1934, ¡*oti¡rions

iook Þhcc

pr8c J8, whrr wcrc ¡hc n€orhrin8 posniôff oÍrh. No prñi.s ¡nd
Nhd scrc ¡hc r6lksl

l¡nocedc¡res

Six Convention Issues

How did Britain and China decide what to
do about Hong Kong? (pages 37-41)

A.

Divide the class into groups of three or four.
One half of the groups will represent the
People's Republic of China (PRC), and the
other half will represent the United Kingdom.
Have students read the "Six Convention
Issues" on page 38 in the Student DataBook
and the negotiating position for the group they
are assigned to represent (United Kingdom on
pages 38-39 and China on pages 4041,).

L.

Should the lease on the New Territories
be extended?

2.

Is it important to continue Hong Kong's
current role in world a{fairs as a prosperous trade/financial center and newly
industrialized country?

3.

How should the residents of Hong Kong
be represented at the conference?

+.

If the lease on the New Territories is not
renewed, what will happen to Hong
Kong and Kowloon?

5.

If the lease is not renewed, what will happen in the transition period between the
end of the conference and 1997?

6.

\Øhat rights

will

be guaranteed

idents of Hong Kong

to the res-

if the lease is not

renewed?
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What was the Un¡t€d K¡ngdom's negotiating
Þos¡tion on Honq Konq?
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Then have groups write out their goals for
each of the Six Convention Issues. Because
these groups will be redivided to form new
groups, all students need to write down the
agreed-upon goals to take with them to the

ment to be sent to the United Nations for public record. Have one representative from each
side (China and Britain) sign it to increase the
realism.

The students âre now reâdy to hear the actual
outcomes of meetings between the Chinese and

new group.
C. Reorganize the class

the British. Project the transparency of
Overhead 1, "Results of the Chinese-British
Negotiations Regarding Hong Kong,

into teams of six: three

students coming from one of the original PRC

groups and three students from one of the
original UK groups. Give each team a large
sheet of butcher paper or newsprint to use in
writing its negotiated agreement. Have each
team of six discuss the Six Convention Issues,
come to an agreement on each, and write its
final agreement on the paper.

of each teâm present the

D. Have a member

team's agreement to the class and give reasons

for their decisions. Discuss the agreements
with the class and vote on which they liked
best from each team. Record the winning solutions for each issue on a final sheet of butcher
paper that will then become the joint agree-

cûtilr'ß tatua
u¡f¡ùl! Yd,
ùcili6.why

trto

1982-1,984." These results are organized to
correspond to the Six Convention Issues.
F.

Discuss the results of the Convention and have
students consider the following:

a.

Does it matter that the agreement was not
made with representatives of Hong Kong

present? fPeople in Hong Kong had no
choice, but did show relief that their continued status could be maintained after
1997. This agreement was accepted by
many as being better than having no
aqreement at all. At least Britain was now

ckhn kat'
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4.

What wa5 China'r negot¡at¡ng position
on Hono Kono?
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r rdF
'c.mrhfi ..1i6 on roo ñrny diíê¡..r irÈr6r groups o¡'non r
.ry
sov.ñm¿n¡rh¡!ßrclùd¿nt¡ogcrin'óhcd.
(ônE
Sinc. ¡hc govcñm.nr ofHong
ù hùroric¡llv ill$ùiñíc,
t c.rnór rcp.dcil rhg FopL. Nin.ry.ciBhr pcrccnr ofth. FÕph ir Honß (ons rrc Chin.s.. ¡r n ùc ncr.d ristr Õl'h¡
Pcôpht R.puùlic ofChinr ro r.p¡crnr rll chincsc Foplc.
IcopL ofHonË Rorß Jo nor n.cd rd¿ilionrl ¡.rr.\.nr:uoñ,
G¡ Bndù h.'d \uscil.¿ rhr¡ 'u.h.' rhr..-wir rpr6.nrrùoñ
úô¡ld prôvidc ¡h. nrbilir ofr rhr..l.sc¿ *ool. Chin¡
ñouldnórrcc.pr rnrthr(lwc¿ rooL, sin.. rhÈp¡oblcm ß
r hù¡on.rl ßsu. rhÍ mur b.¡.¡olvcd bdvccn Chin¡ ¡nd rhc

bcd.cid.d hrcr.ndshould hivc noU.rìnßon rhccilrcnr dù'
E tors byilrcUnncd Kirsdoñ
nsfo¡m rl
in llorsKons\voùìJ bssccn'ocxprn¡
ß inklrcncr.

osionr.

ßorùnmcil¡

What

has happened on the 5ixth ¡rsue?
ftc Conv.nrion ol 1 982-1 98{ llr rhr sit'h ßsoF Whrr rishß
willhsur¡dnredrorhcÍ.sid.nsof ltôr8(onß?"<p.n¡otu'ùrc
dcr¿¡minrrion.ftêlollowinschronolÕs(Éiiror
1993)brnFrou
uÞ ro D.c.mhr 1993 on rhß ùru.:
Juìr 9, 1992-nc Uritc¿ Knsdoñ rppôinb Chrú P¡ncn trs rh.
nê* sovcmor oI llôr8 KôrB.
Odohr T, 19924ôecmÒr Prn.n propoß .ldortrl r.'oms
ùr ú8.. Chinr. ncr. rfomr soùl¿ frvo¡ rh..lérion ofDrodénd¡áq andidlrd inscrd of prô.Èijin8 ctrndidrrcs in Ho¡g
kngt l99rl995 ñùôi.ipx¡ rnd l$ßlili!.chrionr.
Ápdl 13, l9t3-Chinr rnd arùai¡ ¡nnouncc ¡hcywill neorùrc
ón P¡r.nt props¡b, ¡nd r¡. fiõ¡ ofmrnr rounÀ of rrlki bqin.
DÉcmbc¡ 2, l9rtsGovcrno¡ Pitr, iír.r I7 rounds ofrállr
which hcÉlL Íiunls,lnnounc6 hcwill so¡hc¿d $th soñcct'
m.n¡sof hùrcfomprc\rscwnhou¡Chinâ!rsc.mcnr.Chin.
rhrot.ns ro.nd rhcrllki ifl€th'ion ¡ inkduccd vnhoû¡ ns
¡¡rrov¡1, Ernnh-Chin6c rchrionsâ¡cdimis.¿,(usirßworicr
¡bourHonBXons!tururc.sJ finincirlc.nrcr
whdßyourpr.dtrion.bur shi¡ sill hipFnrcxr? Will Chinr

¡lloNHo¡sXonsroh.rcbrh lrcccnk.prùc¿¡¿dcr*.rq?

obligated not to withdraw before 1997,
which may have led to a political vacuum
and political chaos.l

b.

'What

would be the purpose of presenting
the agreement to the United Nations? [The
Joint Declaration was considered a treaty

happen next?" and "\Øill China allow Hong
Kong to have both free enterprise and democracy?"). You may wish to conduct a group discussion or assign an essay about these questions.

and was therefore deoosited with the
United Nations. The Secretary-Ceneral of

the United Nations welcomed it as

a

model for diolomatic resolution of future
sovereig nty d isputes.]

What has happened on the sixth issue?
(page 41)

Før Fsss"&her &wnqasåtry
Have students draw a political cartoon that
includes representatives of Britain, China, and
Hong Kong. The cartoon should focus on one
of the issues of the convention. Include a caltion with the cartoon.

G. Have students read this section and ask for
their opinions about the final questions
("'What is your prediction about what will
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F{ow does poååtfaaå chas}ge
æf,flec&

@ Tirne Required
periods

peopåeP
Proeedaxres

Two 50-minute class

W

N.4ateria.ls Þ{eeded
Copies of Activity 5 for each group of students

What will be the impact of political
change in Hong Kong on other places?
(pages 4243)

A.

(two pages each)

Ef

*tossalJ/ \4/onds
emrgratron

Have students read the news clips on pages 42
and 43 and study Figure 14 on page 43. Ask
students to identify where Hong Kong residents have been going (Figure 14) and have
them speculate why these destinations have
been chosen.

B. Have each student write down two ways

in
which other places are being affected by the
political change in Hong Kong. Compile a
class list of these effects and oost it.

feng shui

immigration
refugee

Who will go? Who will stay? (pages

C.

6et&8xrE S&ap"Ëed

.

Ask the students to identify at least five reasons why people would want to leave their
country to live in another country.

o

Then, pose the following: Hong Kong has
always attracted many people who have left
their home countries as refugees. For example,

Divide the class into groups of three to work
on Activity 5. Distribute one copy of Activity 5
to each group. Have students read the
vignettes about people on pages 44-47, who
are considering leaving Hong Kong. Inform
students that these vignettes are based on real
people's lives described in recent articles.

D. After all groups have completed Activity

tions.

How will China keep Hong Kong's economy
heafthy? (pages 47-49)

E.

Have students work in small groups to study
pages 47-49 and answer Questions 1-5 on
pages
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5,

tally and post all student votes for those people most likely to leave and those most likely
to stây in Hong Kong. Give students a chance
to comment. See Key for Actiuity 5 for sugges-

in 1949-1950, about 750,000

Chinese fled to
Hong Kong as the Communists seized China.
And later, in the 1,970s and 1980s, thousands
of "boat people" escaping Vietnam went to
Hong Kong. Now that Hong Kong is about to
be transferred back to China's control, will its
inhabitants stây or leave? If they leave Hong
Kong, where will they go, and how will their
immigration affect their destinations?

4M7)

4849.

How does politlcal change
affect people?
ås
d4

:s
É

Flglrc ì3

Émigr¿Lion

llgurc 14

Deninðlion5 of Hong Kong emigr¿nB in 1988

Í¡om Hong Kong, l9a0-1990.

What w¡ll be the ¡mpact of politi(al (hânge in
Hong Kong on other places?

. 14.ì

c-yÛh, La-n.bckbi

h..

Who will go? who w¡ll stay?
ro

Co¡ridcr thc folìo\vinß Foplc Nho ¡r¡'Ðiñs to d.cid. \rhdhcr
Kobao¡ ro lc¡vc il bcforc 1997.

rr, ir llong

. JohnMiñr.rcrñ¡

tu !lonsKons&om [n8lind ncîdr l5
yc¡rsrsorosÕrk rs 1 loÍ olfic.rr¡
Shán8hri rnd HoñE
ñons BJnl. Hc mrncd 3 l&¡l \Loñrn'h¡uflur¡\i¡n rnccnrt
Lifc hrshcn vùyconúodrblc loilhcnr
in Hons Xons.John L.on.cm.d thour drt fururc of rhc bint
in i lJoDßXonssov(n.dbt Chinr 3nd \roùl¡ lik¿ ¡o bê
rinlcr.d ro thc brnç\ Lôndon ofÊ(c. llß çiíc,howÈrc¡,his

r¡d hrsNôchildrcn-

nsvcrb.ctr (o trndonrnddo6notrvrnt to lcrvc hcr pticrß
bchiñd, Shc ß rßo sori.d th¡¡ rh.nchildrn mrr hryc r
roùÈh ¡lnr bcins n.ccFcd in Enslùh reìcrv.John rnd hir frñ.
ilyhrvc linBlùh p¡spors burhir wifcì prrcnß¿ônôt.

. PctrCollinrßinimúic¡n$hocimc(oHonsKonEfollo\y.
irß ¡hc Viornrm N'Í Hc ù¡s hcn ¡pFink¿.hrnmrn ofr
shippirB<ontrnt rnd ß nrikin8i hEc incomc. n(cr bcli¡Ís
thil HorBKonswill s!.vivc ¡hclind.ovùroChinr rnd sill
&côñ¡ úêconfr.rirì ind Fli¡icil ccnrcrofi r¡rl'$(NonDnicrphùcdncomrsin8nrlchotsourhrñChini.Ycr,'Í(cr
rh..vcrc ôfÍrnMñcn Squ¿ru, hc fuiß rhir pcrhrpr Chinr
qill nor.ortiruc ns cÍoírs ro wcrrnùc, Ì\ßo, rchrions
&N..nChinr rnd ùc Unn.d SriksÍc utrs!... Pùc.his no
famil¡ Hùconìrxnr dô6hrscb¡lrchcs in rhc UnncdSri(.t
rndinSourhÀmè'icr.8ur,if hc.cqú¿$s.krnLnhcsiìl
hrrcro'¡kca lo\'(pôsnioninrh. cóñpÚJ rnd r cur in p¡r.

. \'u

Lin ßã r¡c.r5*..p.rin HonEKonE. Ilc ß 63 lcrß old.
Ii¿hds oÍrcns¡idrhil h. ùnot conrcn.d xbour himrcìfsircc
hÈ lilc ßdlmol ovci H.\srn6 hùÕnllron to hrc in r cour'
tryth.rßÍtcHo¡undcr¡comñuñùrrcsim..sinc.hß job

¿ocrnorp¡rscll,wuLinhrsonlrrncrß.rlifcsxvinÞr¡¿

dær norcr.ñ knosshc¡.hc ihouldEo 5in.. h. mrrno¡ k
qurlifiêd roßù. jobrnr*hcr..bc, Soñ. riicnds h'k sus6È
.d lhfi h. û$ hß ñoñcy ro r¡".1 çih hß sÕn ro Àu{¡rlix rs
¡oùrßß. Onccrhr.,hccould lool forr job ¡nd rpply'orry

onrsrr6idcn!sir.cimmigrrriotrli*rrhcrcircñorrcry
r6ù'dirc(Trbh J or riscti).
. rrul ch.unsß mìddlc'iscd. Hß $holc fimily Lvrs kill.d duF
ina¡ rimcofFlùûlchrns. ir Chin. lno*n
rhc 1967
^s
CulNr¡lRcyolurion.Àlhoúsnhcñrñißtdroç.F,hc\vrs
iniur.drnd nos Ìr¡6 rnmificirl Icß.Sir.c hßcriÞc, h¿ hrs
&cn livins on ¡ iunk (Chins. bord in ¡hc ncùJùnk Town
I997.8ùr,
nc¿rKowloon,HcsrnBErymuch¡okrrcbdo.c
&c¿!ichc È ¿ ¡cluscctÕr chinr, hch$ nor b(n rblc ¡oBcr
d prspon ro lc¿vc Hong Kon8.

. SirYu+fonseo.rmc Íion r f.ñilvof

mcrchinß who livcd

in Shtrnshi &forcrhc 1919 Comñunn¡ Rc'oìùrion. Mor of
hß familr l.ÍtShrnshrì dunns¡h¡ I950sÍd¡nlcd in HonB
Koq. In Ho¡sKonarh.vinRrc¿ rhflr monqrnd uscd rhci
cxp..icncc'orútrrmrllßñilrhusinßiìnthcùip¡dúcnt.

wilh thcErosrh ÕlHÕns KonEÌ prorpcnry rs r ncrv¡y indùs
Yu(rirliæd nilion,thc f¿milr burincs¿id !rñ\dl
noNtr bil'
fons inhcnkdthc bu5in.$rnd.rprndcd ir. H. G'ndccd!
Iioninc shosc holdinß5 i¡cludc hoFL, chdron'cs phnß,
shoppinsc.nrcE,iñ5urincccoñrrni.s,¡n¿r nc.r of
ÍÍcish¡cß. Yuùloir hisplirrcd hùofficc sùh Dhobßnphr
ofhiñslfwûh Q¡ccn Elnjbc¡h rnd NlrG¡(rñ¡rchci Ycr
hc ßr\r¡.c ¡hr Uonß Konßt fururcß rbouiloch¿ñEc, H.

h$rLôbdricrJrdDrnßXhopins(Chiñi!lc¿dcilrnd
dofir.s ñilliofu m.duaionrl projccß iñ Chin.. Hc hß
$trsh.d moncr 1qrr.U o{.'hr *odd, pîrriculôdyin
. Ho"ard Trns ù r ¿.scn¿rrt ôf rhr hns chr \rho fißr $trlcd
in rhc¡rd ol'hcNNTcrnond rnd buìft r sr¡lc¿ c4 Hc ß
¡ frimrrçho hrs r.n mrnr chrñs.s ìn thc $ry th. hrd hrs
kn usdinrhcp¡rí.\vFrß. Rtc uscdto bc hßñrir crop,
jobNorkins
buÌno* hcsro$(sc¡¡bl6rndhrrp¡r{imc
in r fi5h hilchcD, Hßsr¡ndíii¡rùr.¿ ¡osp.rl ofth.sød
old dr!¡ hforcth. Bnrishc¡nc, bur úri \e¡s¡ lon8dñ. r8o.
HoNrrdhsrcnhmc6rqosrhcbordciû.ydonorsem
to & ds srìl offas hß o*n l¡mil,. Àßo, nrny of(hc ridilD¡5
sld âsla,3 rrlir¡c criÌidæd hr rhc oíiciiß in Chini,
Hos¡¡d bsrwosoß in khool{ncin collcßcon Honß Kons
kìrnd+nd sondc^how
fn in'ocommun¡r Chinèc
'hcr*il|
. Linsl

Bùi ú ong of rh!
of V¿rnrm6c br .cfus6
qho hrv. b.cn pourinß 'hôuírdi
inro Hons $nsrin.c ¡hc cnd of ¡hc
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\::

PdùãlÚJ4F

. \úlLxn su Lns *orkcd hß wlr ûom ¡hc Xoçloon rums ro .
550,000ry.rriob¿s¿n.nBiierHcfi.qu.ndrrrvcb¡on.
P.opkl Rcpublico¡ businc$,Ju$ hr $c.khclrrcndcd r
rminrr th.rc ror ¿ E¡ouÞ ofcnBineñ. On. incidcnr rr ¡hc
rhi¡¡rh¡5 Én on h¡ mind lr'.b.- Â¡ I I $r.rhcy hrd roBo
oui rrd hnd in lincrosd romcvec¡¿bì6 for¡unch.
En8in.c6 in HonBKonsdo norbuyrh.klurchon rht srcr.
Ir rcmind.dhiil ofhßriñc h rhc duñs. lh wondd ifChinl
Nill b(omcmorc likê llonAKo¡s,or illlonß(onß *ìll
&coh. morc likc ChinJ.
How w¡ll Chlna keep Hong Kong's
economy healthy?
FourSpÉirl &onomìc zonca (FtuG l5 on p¡8. tB) l.¡. c¡c¡.
.¿ bt rh. Bovrnñcn¡ ofÀc PcÕph! R.public ofChin¡ in rn ctror
ro.ncoùrrß. forciF inrcrn.nrrnd ro p.*urdc HonAKonE,
Niioù,.nd TrnvM rhr¡ 'r.unificrtior sùL chinr sill nor cnr¡il

. Álicù Yuirtr

s..s bom in ljonsXorB. Shcß noç $orkinam I
noN.r ihop ir Gñidi. Ilú hùrbrnd Dlrid morcd ALcitr rrd
C.nrdi forífgry ll¡ icmcn&ß\rh.n ó.
'hcchiÌdÍ.r 'o
co'nmunßßc.ncroFoñdir
1949,hßrunrfr¡d&.nc¡p.
rnd roÍrur.¿- Dr\id $ß rn rc<ounhnr for r sm¡ll firm
'urcd
h
ShrIñ, oncofHonBRônßlrsrro\$r. HcEoi r vù! ro
Gndd. br iñvcninsir r sñrll buyncs in ¡dif.irlshrub&ry
¡hc¡c. Hc ¡ onc ofsc\c¡iì l{onß Kone cùiz.nr who r{.¡ll.d
¡¿irn¡c )d¿ (rrronruo. Ir Crnroôcsc Jrry, r ¡¡irlr
),,

rcfcßrorcnrhr¡sorlinrlonsKonsrndcÕhnucrqro$
svcr.l
r ycr¡iôrßnNiv6r¡¿ chil¿r.nwho
16i¿cin for.'r 'ins
lrndr. ÀLdr hr\hrd mrnr probl.m\ ¡dtunin!
roìilcir Gnr¿r.nrc rcm ro bcJ00n$vn!n6 forprod.
ù.ß in'h. rupc,nrrkd. ft..h'l¿(n rr. hrvins diÍÍiculr in
rhcnschool in Crnrdr sincc úcydo norsp.rk bslbh
' T¿ñBChu srr boh rnd coilirucs ro hv.in Kowloon! wlllcd
Cnr nn.nr qrs ôncc ùrd by ù¿ BrnGh ¡s r pl¡c. (ocomc
forrcl¿xÎion rndsrmblinB. Now ù Lju{¡ luo wih crowd.
.d kncmrns, opcn rwL6, rnd drus¡inßr H.worls hard ro
suppon hß wilc xnd úr...hndr.n.TheT¡¡g(opcr¡rc¡ smitl
fáñilrñoodlrfrcbryinihtton¿jooßrr:nncnr.ftcydo
norrp.rt Ên8lnh rndctrnnorN¡n¿ chincsc. MÉ, Tins fccÈ
Chinr s ¡h¡ ónb ph¿. lorih.n,. bur Minns r.rll)
'hrr
nor$su'c.
Hc lcrß'hxr m Chinr rh.) sill ñ Kn.ß¡rin'.
.rpiirEß rnd côuld ldc.onùol ofih. husin.$,
rhcscár
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.nhcrifrìlinlivir8*rdrrdsorunrcc.phbtrr6irlchrnsc"(sivir
1988,Þr8c lJ9). Wnhir rh.s ¿on.s, insroß rcc.ìvc lo{ r¡xé,
¡rx6

on

ccñ.in ryFs óf dcvdopncnr, ch.xp |rn¿

trnd

no

udlni6, ¡nd

arcrk.ird.Fn¿cnc.lonsor.nñ.rrconroGrh¡nino¡hcrr..¡r
ofChiû. Fórcrtrmpk, in shcnlh.r, Nhich bo¡dc6 on (ùc N.$
Tcrnô¡ics (Fisürc l6on plsc49),
, . , frve lð.qc hi ß Mrc ldclld, !ñd rô¡d, wâror ând or€h¿ily
ryn¿ñr in{¿lld du¡ng ùe frd r¡¿ge of ddclopm.nt. ñe r(o^drbgo h¡einvolvd coni@cùon ol fà<oñ6, àpàanenr build.
¡ngr, iórca ànd ßùuranù, ¡nd â highwåy linkñg ùe ¿r€à wlh
Cu¿¡q¡hou.Ad*khilboêhonntuddtolâ(ilirr¡crhipping
.
(K€ny I 936,

p{e

33),

Questiorrs and Answers for pages 48-49
T.

Could the special economic zones shown in Figure 15 become Deng Xiaoping's "several Hong
Kongs" mentioned on page 9? Why or why not?

.

Students should recognize that Deng Xiaoping, contrâry to all past Chinese communist
practice with the command economy, now believes that China must create more places like
Hong Kong in order to stimulate gteater economic development for China. Students
should be encouraged to express their opinions about whether the special economic zones

will
2.

succeed.

'SØhat

do these special economic zones have in common, and what makes that common
element important?

.

All of these zones have coastal locations, which means that they can take advantage of
international trade, acting as intermediaries between China's interior and other nations.
Also, coastal location reflects China's new âttention to building its economy through
exports.

think the incentives given to the special economic zones will be sufficient to attract
foreign investors? \Øhy or why not?

3. Do you

¡

Students saying yes may argue that foreign investors will be attracted to China because of
'Whether
these special incentives will be effective is a
the great size of its potential market.
matter of opinion, but one might assume that they have been developed for that purpose.

4. How do you think the incentives for the special economic zones might be viewed by businesspeople in other parts of China?

.

Businesspeople in other parts of China may be angered because they have not been given
similar incentives. But some of them may seek to move their businesses in order to take
advantage of the economic growth in these zones.

5. Shenzhen, one of the special economic zones, is on the border of Hong Kong (Figure 1,6).
How might this fact affect the success or failure of this zone?

.

to have a favored location among these zones because of the
comparatively advanced development of Hong Kong. For example, Hong Kong has a large
reservoir of organizations and people skilled in manufacturing, finance, transportation,
and foreign trade. Also, its reputation as a place of dynamic economic activity should
attract foreign investment to nearby Shenzhen. Geography shows many examples where
the economic growth of. a place attracts more economic growth to thât place.
Shenzhen would seem
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F{ow

will political change affect
the Canadian InuitP

@ Tinle Required
period

Procedures

One SO-minute class

Where is Nunavut? (pages 50-54)

%,N4aterials Needed
Copies of Activity 6 Íor all students
Copies of Activity 7 for each pair of
students (optional)

A. Have students

read the text and answer
Questions 1-4 on page 53. This text, along
with Figure !7 and Tables 7 and 8 on pages
51-53, introduces the Canadian Arctic region

otossary Words
Gl Inuit
tundra

50

GettÍmE Stanted
ffiþ

Introduce this comparison case study of political change by mentioning that another political change is planned to occur in the near
future. This one will take place in North
America, but it has received very little publicit¡ because it involves relatively few people,
unlike the political change of Hong Kong. Ask
students what they have heard about the
Arctic region of North America as a way to see
what kinds of preconceptions they have about
the Inuit, the peoples of the Far North.

c**on

"n,,,,

oø,a'"*,

mÐq**ã%*ffiwË
How will political change
affect the Canadian Inuit?
Glosrary

Where ís Nunavut?
¡c poliicrì chJn8c plánnd fo¡ HoñB Kors ß âr cxrmpl. in
whi.hNosorc.ñmcnß rsrccon ¡hcchrnsc. Bùr thßn nôr ¡ìçrys
whypolnic.l chMß.dcoß, ln C.nidr, Foph \eho lircinúc
ùolar.d fâ¡ ¡onhcm p.ns ofrhc Nonhwdr Tcd¡ón6 hrlc
n.ro'i!n¿ vnh rhc G¡¡¿i.n ßov.¡rmlnr for pôkicrl cônuol orar

Geographic Inquiry into Global Issues

and the political change planned for the area
called Nunauwt. It emphasizes the remoteness
of the area, its sparse population, and the
unique characteristics of the Arctic physical
environment. You may wish to spend time
contrasting the environmental and population
characteristics of Nunavut to your own community.

c@yrthÊ ka!¡a ¡to ckL¿

¡¡:

Laß

ftc l¡ui!rr. hopins'orßumc r

fotm Òfpoìniúl conÍÌor ovcr
t999 (Diclcßon rnd Mcculloußì 1993). lf

rhcnhomcl¡nòin
C.trrdal P.li¡nrcnr¡prro"6rhcphn, i ncùrcriÌoty Nill h

crrrcd our olrhc cxßrinE NDnhvcr Tcrnorjcs. ù Nill b crllcd
h"unrvut (p¡onoun..d noon-rh vood. N,dr,, msrns "our lând" in
¡hc Inuii lrnsursc. Nunr"ur \"ill rill bc pir ofGmd.. llo\vcvcr,
thc tnuiÌ will & iblcioprsh\"s úÍp.orccrrhcn hnßu.ßtândcuf
ù..ì rrdnions, Áho, rhcycrn prs h$s tocÒnscrrc ¡h. ñ.(ùril
rdoùrc6 upon $hich rhcûolùrc dcprnds, ruch ß c.riboù, sciß,

Tùblc a

ffi

Popul¿tton ol Nunðvut3

l2

l¿rgeil <omñùnfies

NunÍur(rtoryßcuúcnilrrrnolthccrnrdirnNônh\rc$

irvill hdv. r rohl of7{2,339 squrr. mihsôflÚd+s
biB$ AI$kr rnd Cllilonìi¡ combincd (Dcvinc t99?). In l99l,rhc
rqion *.s horu ro 21,2a4 pcont, includins Inun rn¿
^"umvur pcoplc
nonlrun
lDtkcßon ind Nlccuuou8l ,991)Nùnrrurh$rnrrcricclinrilcvcrydiffcrcnrGomúcmorcpopu'
loú rrt¡i ofróurhftn Gmdi. Trblc 7 &lo$ rcpors ¡ rcN ol rhc
clim¡ic axrènß foundh Nuñ.rû¡.

Tcrùorics.
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Questions and Answers for page 53
1.

How many miles separate Iqaluit (pronounced
miles is it from Ottawa (Figure 17)?

.

ee

cal'oo it) from Yellowknife? How many

According to the scale on Figure 1,7,Iqaluit, the largest town in Nunavut, is about
1,400 miles from both Yellowknife and Ottawa.

2. The average population density of the United States is 71 people per square mile. rüØhat is the
aveÍage population density for Nunavut? (See the data for Nunavut's area and population on
page 52 in the Student DataBook.)

.

'!7ith

a population of 21,244 over 742,889 square miles, Nunavut's average densiry is
0.03 people per square mile. This works out to about 3 people per 100 square miles. To
emphasize how truly spârse this population density is, ask students to estimate how many
people live in the 100 square miles around their school (a square of 10 miles on each
side)-it will almost certainly be vastly more than three people!

3. How

do the number of hours of sunlight and average temperature in December and June for
Cambridge Bay (Table 7) compare to your town?

.

The point here is not for students to find accurate data for their own communit¡ but just
to make rough guesses about the physical characteristics of their own town in order to
make clear the stark differences of life between the two communities. Because Cambridge
Bay is north of the Arctic Circle (Figure 171, it has no daylight in winter and no night in
summer. Use this to help emphasize the unique environment of Nunavut. Similarly the
average temperatures of the Far North are colder than most other places in North
America.

For younger students, you may wish to review why places north of the Arctic Circle have such
extremes of day length.

4. Presentl¡ political control

over Nunavut is centered in Yellowknife (capital of the Northwest
Territories) and Ottawa (capital of Canada). How do your ansïvers to Questions 1-3 help
explain why the Inuit think the present political control is a problem?

o

The first three questions point up how remote Nunavut is, how sparsely populated it is,
and how different it is from more southerly parts of Canada. All these factors make life for
the Inuit quite different from life for most other people in Canada.'With so few Inuit
people scâttered over such â vast area, it is difficult for government officials in Yellowknife
or Ottawa to appreciate the unique problems faced by the Inuit. So the Inuit seek more
control over their lands.
continued
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Why do the Inuit want to control land?
(pages 5+55)

B. To further emphasize the

sparseness of
Nunavut's population, and to build students'
map skills, have each student (or student
group) work to complete Activity 6. Have students first classify the 1,2 Inuit communities
from Table 8 (page 53) into three categories,
according to population size. Then have students design a symbol for each population category and place a symbol for each community
on the correct sites on Activity 6's map.
(Students can use Figure L7 as reference for the
communities' locations.) It is customâry on
these kinds of maps for larger symbols to represent larger categories. See Key for Actiuity 6.

For younger students, provide the catego-

ry breakpoints. Define one category for
towns of 500-1,000 people; one category
for 1,000-1,500; and a third category for
the one place over 1,500 people. Have
older students define their own breakpoints.
Have students, working in groups if you wish,
read the remaining text and discuss Questions
5-8 on page 55. The reading emphasizes that
the Inuit seek political control in order to preserve their language and traditional culture.
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Questions and Answers for page 55
5.

'Why

o

6.

would the Inuit be concerned about preserving caribou hunting grounds?

Hunting is one element of traditional Inuit culture. The preservation of this culture is very
important to the Inuit people. They seek to maintain their links to their land and to their
ancestors by maintaining traditional ways of life.

Vhy would

o

the Inuit want better air service (Hint: See the caption to Figure 17 on page 51)?

For â scâttered people wishing to maintain a strong traditional culture, it would be
desirable to have good access to each of their settlements. But because there are no roads
in Nunavut, the only way for people in different communities to travel and communicate
easily is through the air.

7. IØhy do you

think the Inuit would be better able to preserve their culture by gaining political

power?

o

The Inuit can better preserve their culture by creating their own laws and maintaining
control over their own lands. The remoteness of Nunavut and its sparse population means
that government control from Yellowknife or Ottawa is less likely to be sensitive to the
needs and desires of the Inuit.

8.

How is Canada's agreement to create Nunavut (Table 9) different from the wây the United
States dealt with Native Americans in the nineteenth century?

o

This question depends in some degree on your students'previous knowledge of how the
U.S. government treated native peoples. Some points from Table 9 that are irnportant are
that the Inuit would receive full political control over their lands and mineral rights and
royalties. These rights were not always granted to U.S. native peoples when reservations
were set up. Similarly, Canada plans to share political decision making about resources
with the Inuit and is establishing local control for each Inuit community. In the United
States, the Bureau of Indian Affairs administers policies centrally from Washington, DC. In
other words, the Inuit communities will probably have greater control over their own
resources than do Native Americans on U.S. reservations.

D. To close the module, have students work in
pairs to do optional Activity 7 in order to
apply what they have learned about political
change in other places. Students can use the
library to survey current world events to identify other places undergoing political change.
Have students select one such place and synthesize the facts and opinions they find about
that place to complete Activity 7. Have students report their findings to the class.
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ffiaør&her &øaqesåry
Air service to Nunavut runs only from

ffiæm

Yellowknife and from other Canadian cities to
the south. Together with the lack of roads in
Nunavut, the limited transportation options
make it difficult for Inuit leaders to mobilize
political activities. Have students role-play
community leaders of Inuit settlements to
design an effective strategy for involving different communities in political actions, given the
limits imposed bv the lack of transDortâtion.
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7.

Related GIGI Modules
. Two modules about similar issues are Diuersity and
Nationalism and Building New Nations. The former focuses
on cultural conflicts arising from the political changes in the
former Soviet Union. The latter inquires into the problems
faced by new countries in Africa as they attempt to forge a unified political entity.

o

.

.

2.

Further study into international economic development issues
related to political change can be made using the module
Regional Integration, which focuses on Europe and includes a
comparison of the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA). The module Deuelopment looks at cultural and
social problems related to economic growth in Brazil's Amazon
region.
Three other modules cover issues related to political and economic change in other Asian countries. Religious Conflict
explores how this issue has led to political struggles in Kashmir
(and also in Northern Ireland). Human Rights investigates how
Cambodians have been affected by that country's civil war.
And Population Growth focuses on China's efforts to manage
its explosive population changes.

Global Economy and Interdependence both deal with economic interactions between nations. The major case study of
Global Economy is Japan, while Interdependence examines the
international trade relations of Australia.

Britannica Global Geography System (BGGS)
BGGS provides myriad extension activities to enhance each GIGI
module. For a complete description of the BGGS CD-ROM and
videodiscs and how they work with the GIGI print modules, please
read the BGGS Overview in the tabbed section at the beginning of
this Teacher's Guide.

3. Related Videos

.

EBEC videos "They Look aLot Like Us: A China Odyssey"
and "China: A Network of Communes" explore the issues and
regions discussed in this module.
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For more information, or to place an order, call toll-free,
1-800-s54-9862.

4. Writing
I7rite a one-page editorial for a newspaper on the conference
or on the results of the conference, using information from the
convention to illustrate the opinions expressed in the editorial.
Create three political slogans (one for China, one for Britain,
one for Hong Kong) that reflect attitudes of each side.

5.

Outside Experts
Invite a guest speaker from China to give an illustrated talk to
your class about Chinese landscape features and culture. If you have
students in your class from East Asian countries, invite them to discuss the differences in cultural characteristics between their homelands and North America.
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Questions About Mandarin/Merchant Narratives

1.

Why did China want to trade with merchants from the \ffest?

2.

IØhy did Britain want to trade in China?

3.

rüØhat

4.

What kind of place did Britain hope to make out of Hong Kong?

5.

How did the Chinese view the transfer of Hong Kong to Britain?

6.

How did the British view the acquisition of Hong Kong?

7

.

kind of place was Hong Kong within the Chinese empire?

Why would Britain have desired other treaty porrs besides Hong Kong
(Figure 9)?

Lesson 3
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Questions About Mandarin/Merchant Narratives

Lesson 3

1,. \Øhy did China want to trade with merchants from the \X/est?
lTrade with the West was seen as a useful wav to exoand the benefits
of the Chinese culture to others.l

2.

ì{zhy did Britain want to trade in China?

lBritain traded mostlv for economic reasons; hiqh profits could be made from the
Chinese, and Chinese products could be sold at high prices in Britain.l

3.

\Øhat kind of place was Hong Kong within the Chinese empire?
lDue to Hono Kono's posit¡on as a coastal island. located on the southeastern
edqe of the Chinese empire. the island served few purposes to the Chinese and
was instead mostly used by foreigners to store contraband trade goods such
as

4.

opium.l

'SØhat

kind of place did Britain hope to make out of Hong Kong?
l-The British hoped Honq Kono would replace Guanqzhou and become the new
main trade center in South China.l

5.

How did the Chinese view the transfer of Hong Kong to Britain?
[The Chinese probably viewed the transfer of Hong Kong to Britain

as a message

"barren hunk of rock." was not worthwhile
as a oart of the Chinese emoire. Nonetheless. Hono Kono remained a part of

that Hono Kono. often described

as a

China, perhaps as a tribute area, because the Chinese culture continued to

dominate this area.l

6.

How did the British view the acquisition of Hong Kong?
lBritain viewed the acquisition of Hong Kong as a territorial increase; a mark that
Hono Kono now belonqed to the British Emoire.l

7.

'SØhy

would Britain have desired other treaty ports besides Hong Kong (Figure 9)?
lHono Kono was relativelv remote from the center of the Chinese emoire (at
Beijing), so other, closer ports would have greater access to more people.l
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Hong Kong-Mini-Atlas Map Analysis

Lesson 3

After the First Opium ì7ar (1839-1842)-described in the narratives by the Aide to
Mandarin Lin and the British merchant-hostilities broke out again between Britain and
China in 1856-1860. This Second Opium'War ended with Britain adding more territory.
The Kowloon Peninsula and Stonecutter's Island came under British control. Later, during
the Spanish-American'War of 1898, the presence of U.S. ships in Mirs Bay caused the
British to request an extension of their northern boundary.
For the price of f500 ("d" is the symbol for the pound, the British monetary unit-at
that time f500 wâs worth a few thousand dollars), Britain acquired a 99-year lease on the
New Territories, which was the name given to the land between "Boundary Street" (the
northern boundary of Kowloon) and the Sham Chun River. In addition to this area on the
mainland, Britain acquired control over Lantau Island and over 230 small islands.
Now, when people talk about "Flong Kong," they are referring to three pieces of land
controlled by Great Britain: Hong Kong Island (won during the First Opium'War);
Kowloon (won during the Second Opium'War); and the New Territories (leased in 1898). In
1,997, the 99-year lease will expire and all three parts of Hong Kong will be transferred
back to the political control of China.
Directions: Refer to Mini-Atlas map 4 of Hong Kong to answer the following:

L. Use the map scale to estimate the area of
(a) Hong Kong Island
(b) Kowloon
(c) the New Territories (mainland andLantau Island only; ignore the small
islands)

Note: Area is estimated by multiplying length by width. For example, if an island is
about 5 miles wide by 6 miles long, its estimated area would be about 30 square miles

(5x6=30).

ctivity 2 o o.
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Lesson 3

2.

(a) nØhat kinds of land uses are found on Hong Kong Island and Kowloon?
(b) What kinds of land uses are found on rhe New Territories?
(c) ìØhat land uses did the addition of the New Territories give the British?

3.

Give two reasons why the British would want to add the New Territories to their
colony of Hong Kong.
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Hong Kong-Mini-Atlas Map Analysis

Lesson 3

to estimate the area o{
(a) Hong Kong Island
(b) Kowloon
(c) the New Territories (mainland and Lantau Island only; ignore the small islands)

Use the map scale

lstudents will only be able to do very rough estimates, but precise answers are not
needed to make the point that the New Territories added an enormous amount of
land to the colony. Rough estimates of the areas are as follows:

(a) Hono Kono lsland-about 9 miles bv 4.5 miles = about 40 square miles.
(b) Kowloon-about 3 miles by 3 miles = about 10 square miles.
(c) the New Territories (mainland and Lantau lsland only; iqnore the small

islands)-mainland: averaqes about 18 miles by 18 miles = 325 square miles;
Lantau lsland: about 9 miles bv 4.5 miles = about 40 square miles.
Together, these very rough estimates total about 415 square miles (the actual area
of the entire colony is 400 square miles). Allow younger students especially lots of
room for error.l

2. (a) lØhat kinds of land uses are found on Hong Kong Island and Kowloon?
(b) Xühat kinds of land uses are found on the New Territories?
(c) I7hat land uses did the addition of the New Têrritories give the British?
lAlthough there is some nonurban land on Hong Kong lsland, the maiority of land
on the island and on Kowloon is covered by big cities, which account for most of
the colony's population. The New Territories, including Lantau lsland, include
much more aoricultural land. Recentlv. however. the New Territories have
experenced rapid urban growth with the development of large, planned satellite
rifiac

3.

I

Give two reasons why the British would want to add the New Territories to their
colony of Hong Kong.

[The addition of the New Territories made the predominantly urban colony more
self-sufficient in food product¡on and provided securitv bv creatinq a buffer zone

around the maior cities.l
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The Four Tigers' Export Customers

Lesson 4

Directions:

1.. Use the data in Table 4 on page 34 and the Activity 3 world outline map to cÍeate a
vector map showing the destinations and relative quantities of the Four Tigers'
exports. For the purposes of this Activit¡ a uector is an arrow with a particular width.

2.

The arrow goes from the exporting country (one of the Four Tigers) to the country or
region receiving the exports.

3.

The width of the arrow shows the relative amount of the country's exports to that
receiving country. To determine the width of vectors, first classify the percentage of
exports to each country as follows: (a) less than 10 percent; (b) between l-0 and
25 percent; and (c) more than25 percent. For category a, use a thin pencil line for
your arrows. For category b, make your arrows a little heavier, and for category c,
make the arrows with a thick, heavy line.

4.

Use a different color arrow for each of the Four Tigers. Fill in the legend showing the
color that identifies each Tiger.

5.

To be realistic, draw arrows along the shortest possible routes for ocean shipping
rather than across land masses.
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Destinations of Exports from the Four Tigers, 1988

Lesson 4
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Four Tigers Investment Game-Rules

Lesson 4

The Set-Up
Make one copy of the game board, Fate Cards, and Profit Card for each group of four
students. Make four copies of the Investment Sheet for each group. You may wish to
enlarge the game board by using a copier enlarger.
Cut out the Profit Card and Fate Cards from the copied sheets. \Ørite the names of the
Tigers on the backs of the Fate Cards.
Place the game board in the center of four players. Shuffle the Fate Cards for each
Tiger and place them face down on the correct Tiger on the board. Place the Profit
Card listing export products on the box with the Tiger face.
Distribute one Investment Sheet to each player.

Practice Round

a.
b.
c.
d.

On the Investment Sheet, 100 represents $1"00 in start-up investment money. To avoid
fractional shares, invest money in even multiples of the share price.
Players select one trade product and one trade country for each round to invest in and
enter them on the Investment Sheet.
Players write under the "No. of shares" column the quantity they will invest in after
calculating it on scratch paper. An example of those calculations is provided on the
Investment Sheet.
For this practice round, imagine that a Fate Card says to decrease all profits by $3.
Players need to subtract that loss from their gross profit figure on the Profit Card. An
example is found on the Investment Sheet. Players multiply the number of shares by
their profit per share to figure their total profit. All or some of the total profit is then
added to the original $100 for a new investment total for the next round. In each
round, you may not invest more than you have on hand.

How to Play

a.

b.

Each player draws a Fate Card from the stack on the Tiger in which they choose to
invest. If more than one player selects the same Tiger, draw only one card for the
investors of that Tiger.
Read the cards aloud so that all investors will hear the "news" and be able to use the
information for future investment decisions. Return the used Fate Cards to the bottom
of their stack.
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Four Tigers Investment Game-Rules

Lesson 4

If more than one player invests in the same product for the same Tiger, then multiply
the dollars indicated on the card by the number of players with the same investment.
This action simulates the rise in profits andlor losses that occurs when the demand is
high.
If more than one player invests in the same product, but for a different Tiger, then
split any profits among those who invested in that product. This action simulates
what happens when competition in the marketplace results in price cuts.
All investors have to calculate their profit on each share and enter it on their
Investment Sheet. Compute the total profit by multiplying the number of shares by
the profit per share (column 5). The resulting total is then added to the "Capiral"
column for the next round.
Repeat steps 1-5 for each round of play. At the end of the game, the player having the
most profit is the winner.

Profit Card
per
share

Cost
Product

Gross

profit

Chemicals

5

9

Electronics

6

12

Machinery

8

10

Plastics

4

8

10

12

2

6

Shipbuilding
Textiles

Place this card on the box

with the tiger face.

Copy this page and cut out the Profit Card. Place it on the game board.
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Singapore Fate Cards

Street riots cause other nations to
consider taking out money invested
in Singapore.

Lesson 4

When Singapore gained its independence from Great Britain in
1965 and was separated from
Malaysia, it lost a large domestic
market.

Decrease all profits by $1.

Decrease all profits by $2.

B1

Singapore is a small island that consists of lowland and reclaimed
swamp and jungle land. Reclaiming
land for construction is a long and
expensive process.

s

82

Competition in similar products
from Hong Kong and Taiwan causes
some industries to lose profits.
Investments in textiles, plastics, and
electronics decrease profits by $a.

Decrease all profits by $3.

B3

B4

Overexpansion of the economy by
1980 left Singapore with a surplus
of offices, hotels, and warehouses.
Property values dropped, affecting
economic growth.

ln 1984 there was a near collapse of
marine and petroleum-related
industries worldwide. This put
Singapore into its first recession
after 21 years of growth.

Decrease all profits by $5.

Investments in shipbuilding and
plastics decrease profits by $6.

B5

B6

Copy this page and cut out the cards. \Write Singapore on the back of each card.
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Singapore Fate Cards

Singapore received almost $3 million
in economic aid from the United
States from 1946-1981. This aid
helped in the development of
industries.

Lesson 4

Many refugees have entered
Singapore as a result of the Vietnam
War. They provide a source of cheap
industrial labor.

Increase all profits by $1.

Investments in textiles, plastics,
and machinery increase profits
by $2.

G1

G2

Singapore's excellent deep harbor
in the strategic shipping lanes of the
straits allows Singapore merchants
to sell to many markets.

Petroleum resources in the
Singapore area mean that fuel for
industries costs less than it does for
other NlCs.

Investments in shipbuilding
increase profits by $3.

Investments in chemicals, electronics, and machinery increase
profits by $a.

G3

G4

ln 1984 Singapore opened the
largest airport in Asia. This encourages greater investment in

Due to Singapore's excellent harbor,
improved international airport facilities, and location of many financial
institutions, over 70 industries in
Hong Kong are considering relocating to Singapore before 1997.

Singapore businesses.
Increase all profits by $5.

Increase all profits by $6.
G5

Copy this page and cut out the cards. !7rite Singapore on the back of each card.

s
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Taiwan Fate Cards

Competition with the same products made in Hong Kong has
caused a decline in exports of textiles, plastics, and chemicals.

Lesson 4

In 1980 Taiwan lost membership in
the International Monetary Fund
and the World Bank as a result of
the United Nations' formal recognition of the People's Republic of
China as the only "China."

Investments in textiles, plastics,
and chemicals decrease profits
by $1.

Decrease all profits by $2.

B1

B2

Taiwan is located in an earthquake
and typhoon belt. lt suffers periodic
damage which affects its ability to
trade goods.

The government is encouraging the
growth of heavy industrial goods in
place of light industry consumer
goods.

lnvestments in shipbuilding
decrease profits by $3.

Investments in textiles, plastics,
and electronics decrease profits
by $a.

B3

T

B4

Oil crises hurt the economy of
Taiwan, since it must import 75 percent of its energy needs. During
such crises, prices increase, and this
hurts Taiwan's ability to compete.
Decrease all profits by $5.

B5

T

Copy this page and cut out the cards. \Ørite Taiwan on the back of each card.
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Taiwan Fate Cards

Taiwan received more economic aid
(over $2 billion) from the United
States than any other NIC except
South Korea from 1946-1981. This
was due to U.S. opposition to the
1949 Communist Revolution in
China.

Lesson 4

Land reforms started by the government have caused some resources
to be more readily available.

Investments in textiles and chemicafs increase profits by 52.

Increase all profits by $1.
G1

G2

Free universal education has produced more skilled workers for

Covernment planners have shifted
their investments of national funds
to develop heavy industry and open
new markets.

industries.

Investments in electronics and
plastics increase profits by $3.

G3

Beijing offers Taiwan special economic status if it joins the People's
Republic of China as a Special
Economic Zone. Although Taiwan
rejects the offer, Beijing offers to
open new trade links.

T

Investments in shipbuilding and
machinery increase profits by $a.

T

G4

T

Many investors, especially those in
Japan, are increasing their investments in Taiwan as the date for
Hong Kong's transfer to the People's
Republic of China gets closer.
Increase all profits by $6.

Increase all profits by $5.
G5

Copy this page and cut out the cards. 'SØrite Taiwan on the back of each card.

T
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Hong Kong Fate Cards

ln 1973 the Hong Kong stock market collapsed after a period of rising
prices. Forecasters warned that
competition from the other NlCs
could be cutting into Hong Kong's
market.

Jardine-Matheson, one of Hong
Kong's oldest shipping firms,
announced that it was moving its
international headquarters to
Bermuda.

Investments in shipbuilding
decrease profits by $2.

Decrease all profits by $1.
B1

Lesson 4

HK

B2

HK

Competition from Taiwan in the
textiles industry has cut into the
profits of Hong Kong's businesses.

Although emigration is still small
compared with the 2 million people
in Hong Kong's labor force, it is
concentrated among people with
marketable skills. In 1988, 25 percent of the emigrants were profes-

Investments in textiles decrease
profits by $a.

sionals.

Decrease all profits by $3.
HK

B4

HK

The harbor facilities in Singapore
have been attracting more ships.
Singapore may well rival or even
surpass Hong Kong as a container
port.

When forces of the People's
Republic of China crushed a student
rebellion in Tiananmen Square in
1989, investors began to fear the
worst for Hong Kong's future.

Investments in shipbuilding
decrease profits by $5.

Decrease all profits by $6.

85

HK

Copy this page and cut out the cards.

'SØrite

B6

Hong Kong on the back of each card.

HK

ctiwi|r 4 o o.
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Hong Kong Fate Cards

Hong Kong's duty-free status
encourages many companies to buy
products made there.

Lesson 4

Hong Kong received the third
largest amount of economic aid
from the United States among the
NlCs. This aid ($44 million from
1946-1981) helped Hong Kong's
industries to develop.

Increase all profits by $1.

Increase all profits by $2.
G1

HK

G2

HK

Refugees from China continue to
enter at an average of 1 00,000 per
year. These refugees supply cheap
labor, skills, and money to build
industries.

Covern ment officials approved
plans to build a new ship-container

facility by 2006.

lnvestments in shipbuilding
increase profits by $3.

Increase all profits by $a.

G3

HK

HK

Low taxes, low wages, and modern
spinning machines have caused textiles from Hong Kong to be very
competitive on the open market.

Machinery and transportation
equipment account for 25 percent
of goods exported by Hong Kong.

Investments in machinery and
electronics increase profits by $5.

G5

G4

Investments in textiles increase all
profits by $6.

HK

Copy this page and cut out the cards.

'Write

G6

Hong Kong on the back of each card.

HK
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South Korea Fate Cards

U.S. direct-aid programs in South
Korea ended in 1980.

Lesson 4

High foreign debt causes the government to put a tax on some
exports.

Decrease all profits by $1.

lnvestments in chemicals, plastics,
and electronics decrease profits
by $2.

B1

SK

Competition from Taiwan and Hong
Kong in the textile market forces
prices to be lowered.

lnvestments in textiles decrease
profits by $3.

B2

SK

Internal economic unrest followed
the 1979 assassination of President
Park and a drastic increase in world
oil prices. These events triggered a
severe recession in 1980.
Decrease all profits by $a.

B3

SK

ln 1987 workers, shopkeepers, and
business executives joined in a series
of antigovernment strikes until
direct elections of leaders were
held.

B4

Your government continues to
worry that there will be an attack
from North Korea in the future. lt
spends one third of its budget on
military development rather than
economic development.

Decrease all profits by $5.
Decrease all profits by $6.
B5

SK

B6

Copy this page and cut out the cards. 'lØrite South Koreà on the back of each card.

SK

ctivity 4 .oo
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South Korea Fate Cards

South Korea's successful industrial

South Korea received more economic assistance (over $6 billion
between 1946-1981) from the
United States than did the other
NlCs largely due to the U.S. position in the Korean War.

growth began in the early 1960s
when the Park government instituted sweeping economic reforms.
Expansion of labor-intensive light
industries were encouraged.

lnvestments in textiles and plastics increase profits by $1.
G1

Lesson 4

Increase all profits by $2.
SK

South Korea has limited fuel
resources. The government has
started an ambitious program to
build nuclear power plants. As of
1979, a sixth plant went into operation and five more are under construction.

G2

SK

Talks open in the 1980s between
South and North Korea to discuss
mutual economic issues. This
caused a rise in foreign confidence
and investment. Sales increased.

Increase all profits by $a.

Increase all profits by $3.
G3

SK

G4

SK

people are farmers.

The Korean car, Hyundai, is selling
well on the world market. lt is manufactured by a large, family-run
conglomerate known as a choebol.

lnvestments in chemicals increase
profits by $5.

Investments in machinery
increase profits by $6.

G5

G6

With a population of over 40 million
people, South Korea has a large
home market for its products. Most

SK

Copy this page and cut out the cards.

'Write

South Korea on the back of each card.

SK

100
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5
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2

Capital

Tiger

= 3 shares

Round

$6 per share

$18

Product

Example: Invest $tg in electronics:

To compute the number of shares: Decide how
much to invest, then divide it by the cost per
share on the Profit Card.

rofit per share

profit (add to

capital on next round )

= Total

Example: You have chosen plastics at a
gross profit of $8 per share. You draw a
Singapore Fate Card and it tells you to
decrease profits by $a. Your profit per
share is now $8 - $4 = $4

subtract what the Fate Card tells you.

To compute the profit per share: Take the gross
profit from the Profit Card and either add or
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Who Will Go? Who Will Stay?

Lesson 6

Directions: Read "'S7ho ì7ill Go? 'SØho \Øill Stay?" on pages 4447 for descriptions of
the 10 people who are considering leaving Hong Kong before it is restored to Chinese control in 1997.
'!Øho

will

will

be the most likely to leave and why? Identify three who you think
leave Hong Kong, and give reasons to support your selection.

\7ho will be the most likely to stay and why? Identify three who you rhink
will remain in Hong Kong, and give reasons to support your selection.
These people will most likely leove Hong Kong:

Reason

Reason

Reason

ctirrityS o.o
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Lesson 6

These people will most likely remoín in Hong Kong:
1..

Reason

Reason

cti\¡ity 5 .. o page 3
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Lesson 6

what do the people who will most likely leave Hong Kong have in common?

llhat do the people who will most likely

sray in Hong Kong have in common?

ctirrityS o.o pagelkey
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Who Will Go? Who Will Stay?

Lesson 6

Note: Encourage students to come up with any acceptable reason; these are only some
suggestions.

These people will most likely leave Hong Kong:

L. lfohn Whimsevl
Reason

Life would probably be difficult under the communist
Chinese reqime for Whimsev's familv. As a rich EnolishEurasian family, adiustinq to a simpler life under the Chinese mav

be hard. The family's English passports will avoid any logistic
problems that might arise in moving to England.l

2. lAlicia Yunanl
Reason

lAlready a Canadian resident, Alicia will probably

find it in her own and her family's interest to stay in Canada.
Thouqh adiustments may be difficult in Canada. adiustino to

a

new Honq Konq under the Chinese reqime may be even harder.
Also, Alicia's husband's family's experience of having been cap-

tured and tortured by the Chinese may be an added incentive not to
stay under Chinese rule.l

3.

[William Su Linq]
Reason

lAs a wealthy enqineer earninq a $50.000 annual

income, he will probably find adiustinq to a ooorer life-stvle under
Chinese rule difficult. The livinq standards that William has

become accustomed to will be touqh to abandon.l

ctivity 5 o..
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These people will most likely remoín in Hong Kong:

1.

lPeter Collins]
Reason

Peter Collins's oositive a

will survive the

hand-over to China and flourish into a larqer commercial and
political center and economic sphere, seems to indicate his
willinqness to stay.l

Z. lHoward

Tang]

Reason

[As a farmer, Howard Tanq mav not have the financial

capabilities to leave Honq Konq. Also in case Howard does
consider leaving, it may be very difficult for him to qet a iob in

a

country outside of Asia, where rice farminq skills are not in as hioh
demand.l

Z.

lTanq Chu]
Reason

an interest in leavi
a poor man, economic reasons will probably ensure that he and his

family stay in Honq Konq.l

cti\rity5 o.. page3key
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l7hat do the people who will most likely leave Hong Kong have in common?
fThose most likelv to leave are richer and thus can afford to move from Hono Kono
to some other nation. Also, those with foreign connections (i.e., foreign businesspeople or relatives) may find it easiest to establish residency elsewhere.l

!íhat do the people who will most likely

stay in Hong Kong have in common?

lThose who are most likely to stay in Hong Kong are often poorer and thus cannot

afford to leave Hono Kono.l

ctivity 6
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Map of Nunavut

Lesson 7

\ ^-KEY TO ACTIVITY 6 Á.
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Library Assignment Guide

Lesson 7

1.. In addition to Hong Kong, what other place in the world appears to be undergoing
'!íhat
change in its political system?
is the nature of this political change?

a

2.

What is causing this political change?

3.

'lØhat

4.

Are there any similarities to the kind of political change faced by the people in Hong
Kong?'líhat âre the similarities?

5.

'SØhat

other places are being affected by the political change in this place?

recommendations can you make to the people facing the change about how they
should react to it based on what you have learned?

werhead I ooo
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Results of the Chinese-British Negotiations
Regarding Hong Kong, ',982-1984

Lesson 5

On December 19,1,984, the governments of the People's Republic of China
(PRC) and of the United Kingdom issued a joint declaration. In the opening
statement, both governments stated they were satisfied with the friendly relations between them in recent years. Agreement was reached on the 1997 expiration of the lease on the New Territories, and past issues about the treaties
that had ceded Hong Kong and Kowloon to Great Britain were resolved. The
purpose of the declaration was to maintain the prosperity and stability of
Hong Kong and strengthen relations between the two countries. The document
contained the following points (Cheng 1,984; Domes 1988; Kelly 1986):

I.

China will resume control over the New Territories as well as over Hong
Kong and Kowloon. This restoration of Hong Kong to China's political
control will go into effect on July I, t997.

2. Hong Kong's

laws will remain basically unchanged as well as its current
social and economic systems. It will remain a free port and international
financial center.

3. Hong Kong was represented by the People's Republic of China at the conference. The document was signed by the Prime Minister of Britain,

Margaret Thatcher, and by Chao Tzu-yang, Prime Minister of the Central
People's Government, on December 1,9,1984.
4.

All of Hong Kong (Hong Kong Island, Kowloon, and the New
Territories) will be administered as a Special Administrative Region
known as Hong Kong, China, directly under the authority of the Central
People's Government of the PRC. It will enjoy a high degree of autonomy
except in foreign affairs and in defense, which will be the responsibility of
the government of the PRC.

will continue to administer Hong Kong until 1997.
Basic policies of the government regarding Hong Kong will be determined
in greater detail at a later date. The policies will be called the Basic Law
and will remain in effect for 50 years until 2047.

5. Britain
6.

BRITAN
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Memo to the Student
from the GIGI Staff

1;-,

ë'ffi

GIGI stands for Geograpbic Inquiry into Global Issues, which is
the name of a series of modules. Each module inquires into a different world issue. sØe wrore this memo to explain that GIGI is different
from most textbooks you have used.
l7ith GIGI, you can have fun learning if you think like a scientist
or detective. The main business of both scientists and detectives is
puzzle-solving. They use information ("data" to the scientist and
"evidence" to the detective) ro test their solutions to puzzles. This is
what you do with GIGI. GIGI poses many puzzles about important
global issues: Each module centers around a major question, each lesson title is a question, and there are many other questions within
each lesson. GIGI gives you real data about the world to use in solving these puzzles.
To enjoy and learn from GIGI, you have to take chances by posing questions and answers. Just as scientists and detectives cannot
always be sure they have the right answers, you will sometimes be
uncertain with GIGI. But that's oK! what's imporrant is that you rry
hard to come up with answers, even when you're not sure. Many of
GIGI's questions don't have clear-cut, correct answers. Instead, they
ask for your interpretations or opinions. (Scientists and detectives are
expected to do this, too.) You also need to ask your own questions. If
you ask a good question in class, that can sometimes be more helpful
to you and your classmates than giving an answer.
The data you will examine come in many forms: maps, graphs,
tables, photos, cartoons, and written text (including quotationi).
Many of these come from other sources. unlike most textbooks, but
typical of articles in scientific journals, GIGI gives its sources of data
with in-text references and full reference lists. \ü/here anidea or piece
of information appears in GIGI, its author and year of publicatiõn
are given in parentheses, for example: (Gregory 1990).If the material
used is quoted directl¡ page numbers are also included, for example:
(Gregory 1990, pages 3-5). At the end of the module you'll find a list
of references, alphabetized by authors' last names, with complete
publication information for the sources used.
To help you understand the problems, GIGI uses "case srudies.',
These are examples of the global issue that are found in real places.
"Major case studies" detail the issue in a selected world region. you
will also find one or rwo shorter case studies that show variations of
the issue in other regions.
\X/e hope your geographic
inquiries are fun and worthwhile!

Geograpbic Inquiry into Global Issues
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How do people react when a government changes?
\Øhere do people go when sweeping political changes occur?

How do planned political changes take place?
\Øhy do people want political change?

Governments are not permanent. Political change is happening
all around the world. Many recent political changes have been unexpected. Sometimes, however, the change is planned. Political
changes are important to study because places and peoples in the
world are getting more connected. Changes in one place affect people and places around the world.
In 1997, political control over Hong Kong will be restored to
China after 150 years of British rule. In this module, you will examine how this planned political change affects people and places. This
political change may also lead to major economic changes in East
Asia and the world. How will Hong Kong change?'What will happen to the people who live there? Also, you can use the ideas from
the study of Hong Kong to look at other places in the world. The
module ends with a glance at a political change scheduled to occur in
Canada in 1999.

Political Change

Effects on economy
and people when
Ghina takes control

Recent political
changes

@

Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc.

Questions You W¡¡l Consider in This Module
a

How does political control over a place affect its culture?

o

How are political changes related to economic

o

does political change in one area affectpeople outside of
that place?

lo*

Why do people seek political change?

changes?
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Where is political
change hoppening?

Glossary

Word
apartheid

Why is political change important?
Political changes in such places as the former Soviet Union,
Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, Haiti, China, Hong Kong, Somalia, and
South Afríca are major news stories. These changes are of global concern not only because some involve armed conflict but also because
they affect changes in other places. Geographers are interested in
political change because they want to know what causes differences
from place to place, and political change is often a major reason for
such differences. The fall of the Berlin'Wall symbolized one of the
most important political changes in recent times.

Political Change

Figure

I

The Berlin Wall before and after the political change
of 1989.

The Berlin IØall-the wall dividing East and \Øest Berlin-came
tumbling down in November 1,989 (Figure 1 above). Built by the
East German communists to keep East Germans from escaping to
freedom in'West German¡ the wall had been the symbol of the Cold
\üar for 28 years. The Cold War between the communist bloc
.Western
(Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union) and the
democracies
(led by the United States) was a frightening time. Conflicts threatened

5i
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to start the ultimate catastrophe-nucleaÍ waÍ between the Soviet
Union and the United States. But instead, the communist bloc collapsed from the weight of its own failures to provide freedom and
opportunity for its peoples.
'Wall
The fall of the Berlin
symbolized this collapse and surprised
the world. And it led directly to the reunification of Germany (Ellis
1991,). For Berliners, their new freedom was joyfully celebrated
(Vesilind 1990). Television news anchor Tom Brokaw was rhere to
describe the joy he saw, beginning at midnight on November 9,
1989.

Freedom danced before my eyes
By midnight, East Cermans were pouring through border
checkpoints [on the Berlin Wall].
On the west side . . . young West Berliners seized the top of
the wall, undeterred by East Cerman water cannons. Shortly after
1:00 n.v., a roar went up from the celebrants. They could see a
throng of East Cermans dashing across the no-man's land.
The first to reach the wall was a young man in a brown jacket.
He seemed to land on top of it in a single bound. The crowd parted and cheered as he raised his arms in triumph and danced
along the concrete slab that hours before had imprisoned him.
. . . He transformed the wall from a sinister symbol of oppression to a platform for celebration and liberation (Brokaw 1989,
page 23).

Political
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The series of political changes in the Soviet Union and Eastern
Europe has been remarkable, but political change has not been confined to those areas. Table 1 below gives some of the changes for the
period 1987 to 1993.

Table

1

Selected political changes, 1987-1993
1987

Soviet President Gorbachev introduces glasnost and
perestroiko, policies of openness and economic

change that bring major political changes in the
Soviet Union and lead to the breakup of the com-

munist bloc.
1989

Berlin Wall falls after weeks of protest in East

Germany.
After 41 years of Soviet control, Czechoslovakia has
a nonviolent revolution, following massive demon-

strations in the winter.

1990

Soviet constitution is amended in February, ending

Communist Party monopoly on power. In July,
Boris Yeltsin pushes Gorbachev for faster political
reforms.
Czechoslovakia holds its first free election s in 44
years, and the poet Vaclav Havel, who spent years

in jail for speaking out against the government,

is

elected president.
After 27 years in a South African prison, Nelson

Mandela, leader of one of the country's black political organizations, the African National Congress, is
released along with other political prisoners. The

South African government lifts the ban on black

political organizations.
1991

A coup attempt on August 19 by communist hardliners is thwarted as Russians rally behind Yeltsin. In
December, the Soviet Union is dissolved a'fier 75
years of existence (Edwards 1993).
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After 43 years of government-ordered racial separation, or apartheid, South African government
repeals most apartheid laws in June. Signs segregating black and white facilities are removed. The

Population Redistribution Act, which legally pigeonholed people as white, black, Asian, or Coloured, is
ended. A Constitutional Convention for a
Democratic South Africa convenes in December

(Cobb 1993).

1993

With their new freedom, Czechoslovakians decide to
peacefully separate into two countries, each representing a different ethnic group. Slovakia declares
its independence on January 1, and Vaclav Havel
becomes the president of the Czech Republic

(Abercrombie 1993).
Palestinian-lsraeli accord assigning Gaza and Jericho
to Palestinian control is signed in September. Both

parties recognize the legitimacy of each other in the
first-ever peace accord between them.
South Africa sets date for elections in April1994,
allowing blacks to vote for the first time in national
elections.

Political Change
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Why does Deng Xiaoping want
"several Hong Kongs"?
As with the fall of the Berlin'VØall and the breakup of the Soviet
Union, political change can surprise us. But once in a while, we
know it is going to happen. That's rhe case with Hong Kong. After
being a British colony for over 150 years, Hong Kong is scheduled to
be reunited as parr of china in 1997 (Terrill 1.991,). Do you think the
people of Hong Kong will be as joyful about the reunion with china
as the people of Berlin were about the fall of the Berlin \7all?
Deng Xiaoping, the leader of the world's mosr populous narion,
was quoted as saying that china should build "several Hong Kongs"
on its coast (Kristof 1992). why do you rhink he would say this?
Hong Kong has experienced many political changes, and in 1,997 it
will experience another one. In the next few lessons, you will learn
about these changes. And you will learn how to answer the questions
about why China's leader wants to create "several Hong Kongs,, and
whether the people of Hong Kong are happy about the coming political change.
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The Central District of Hong Kong.
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What kind of place is
Hong Kong?

Obfectives
I

itln,lhis.lebiciìl you.*i11:. '
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Evaluate Hong Kong's
location.

:,',....,tsrtogùish,Uétween

:^'''

command economy and a
market economy.

.

Discuss the cultural
of landscape

lymbols

''

Glossary
Words
command economy
estuary
laissez-faire

market economy

profit
relative location

Where is Hong Kong and how has its location
influenced political change?
Hong Kong is located at the southeasrern edge of China in East
Asia (Figure 2 on page 1,1). Because of its position as a coastal island
near the city of Guangzhou, its harbor was used in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries to store contraband trade goods such as
opium. In the Opium ìØar that resulted between China and Great
Britain in the mid-nineteenth centur¡ Great Britain took political

Political Change

Figure 2

East Asia.

control of Hong Kong. Britain enforced its control with treaties and
military force over Hong Kong, which became a colony in the British
Empire (Figure 3 on page 12).
china's central government, located in Beijing, found it difficult
to exert much influence in Hong Kong because of the great distance
between the two places. on the other hand, Britain, which patrolled
and enforced its worldwide empire (Figure 3 on page 12) with the
most powerful navy in the world, wanted Hong Kong as a colony. By
colonizing Hong Kong, the British empire gained a foothold in East
Asia with which to supply its ships and to secure trade with china.
Hong Kong is situated ar rhe mouth of the pearl River (known as
the Zhu in china) and includes Lanrau and Hong Kong Islands and
the New Territories (Figure 4 on page 13). Estuaries, like the pearl
River Estuar¡ are often attractíve to merchants who use ships to
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Figure 3

The British Empire at its height (World War l).
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transport goods. They provide excellent natural harbors. Traders can
easily bring goods down the river from inland towns. Then goods
can be loaded onto ocean-going vessels and sent to larger markets
thoughout the world.
Guangzhou was established in ancient times by the Chinese government as a trading area where foreign ships could obtain Chinese
goods. However, the harbor at Guangzhou had limited value in those
days as well as toda¡ because it is too shallow for ocean-going ships.
Of the three harbor areas in the estuary (Hong Kong,
Guangzhou, and Macau), Hong Kong has become the mosr important. It has the greatest volume of ships using its port facilities. Mosr
ships pass through the large, deep, sheltered harbor with access from
two directions that is located on the north side of Hong Kong Island
(Fitzgerald 1961,).
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How do the economic systems of Hong Kong
and China differ?
Hong Kong is one of the world's most successful marketplaces.
Hong Kong has been primarily a marketplace for the past 150 years.
\Øhen it became a colony of Great Britain, the colonial governor was
responsible for promoting commercial enterprise.
Economic pursuits are fHong Kong's] life blood and its sole justification, and [people] in the market are concerned not so much
with the future as with conditions as they are (Endacott 1973,
page 324).

In fact, it has been suggested that the "fundamental purpose
of the fcolonial] administration fof Hong Kong] is after all to protect British trading interests and this purpose is as evident today as
it was when Hong Kong was founded" (Kelly 1986, page 14).

The two quotations above point out that Hong Kong's world
position is based on economic goals. It is a global marketplace, complete with modern technology and strong ties to its trading parrners.
The question concerning Hong Kong's future, aÍter 1.997 when it
becomes part of China again, is whether or not the economic prosperity that its people enjoy today will continue.
The economic system of Hong Kong under the British is very different from the economic system of China. Hong Kong became one
of the world's richest marketplaces under a laissez-faire type of market economy. This means that the government does not control economic growth and development. In a market economy the means of

PoliticalChange i,¡í,S,
production such as properry and technology are owned by individuals who try to make a profit by deciding what goods and services
consumers want. Prices are set by private producers who compete
with each other to attract consumers (Figure 5 below).
The People's Republic of China (PRC) is based on communism,
which has a command economy. In a command economg the government, rather than individuals, owns or controls the meâns of production. The governmenr leaders decide what will be produced, and
they set the prices for the goods and services that they think consumers need (Figure 5).
The residents of Hong Kong have had a market economy since
1'842. xØill they be forced to change to the command economy when
China takes political control?

Market Economy
Seek the best value
at the best price

Compete to win consumers
and make a profit

Command Economy

F*Æil-t
Figure 5

P'"dÃl-[;;,'*l

A comparison of two economic systems.

Source: Brooks 1977.
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What does Flong Kong's landscape mean?
A people's culture may be reflected in concrete forms. For example, architectural designs in a place can be seen as cultural symbols.
Buildings are part of the landscape of a country. Their design and
location often reflect the attitudes of people. This is what the geographer Ian Kelly had to say about Hong Kong's buildings.
There is a further element in the landscape which is not visible.
This is the meaning which people attach to their surroundings.
. . . [V]ertical dimensions, such as skyscrapers, [evoke] a sense of
defying gravity and striving for achievement. Horizontal
dimensions, such as low-rise buildings, are seen as evoking acceptance and passivity, often viewed as characteristic of traditional
peasant societies. In view of the [differences] between the China
and Hong Kong political systems, there is likely to be a number of
landscape differences, concrete and abstract, traceable to the
political input on each side of the border (Kelly 1986, page 10).

The buildings shown in Figures 6 and 7 (page 1,7) are both located in Hong Kong. Each has features typically found in the East and
nØest.

Western architecture in
Hong Kong.

Political Change

Figure 6

The entrance to the Bank of China in downtown
Hong Kong.

Photo bv A. D. Hill.
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Figure

7

The skyline of modern Hong Kong.

Photo bv A. D. Hill.

How did Hong Kong come
under Britain's controlP
Glossary
Words
dynasty

feng shui
mandarin

opium

profit
treaty port

How d¡d Chinese and British views
of Hong Kong compare?
In the seventeenth centur¡ \(/estern merchants introduced
opium
from India to East Asia. They hoped .pir*, p.werfur
narcoric
d{rg, would increase their abirity ro .åhu"g." jooar in china.
The
imperiar
government
oifiri^ily
fro*i.ã
on
the trade.
_c_hinese
ìTestern merchanrs.yr:i Hglg Kong á, u ,tor"g
the opium
-until they could sell it illegally on the mainlandlThis
" ^rr^for
led ro *ã,
(1,839-1842) between china and Britain,
known as the First" opium
\Øar. one resulr of the opium war was tirat Britain
took politiËd
control of Hong Kong (Bingham et al. 1,974).
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What was it like in Hong Kong in the nineteenth century, when
Hong Kong was transferred to British control? The following two
stories describe two views of Hong Kong. The first is from the eyes
of a Chinese government aide, and the second is the view of a British
merchant. The stories are drawn from several different sources.

VrBw or' AN Arnn, ro
MaNnARTN
Let me identify myself merely as a humble assistant to the great Mandarin Lin
I would like to set the record straight concerning how Hong Kong was
stolen from the empire by those barbarian Englishmen
It all started in 1685 when Kangsi, emperor of the Ch'ing Dynasty (Figure 8
on page 20), was advised that trade with the barbarians from the West might be
useful as a way to expand the benefits of our culture to others. Emperor Kangsi
invited British merchants to Guangzhou. There, a special area was made available to them outside the city walls where they could open offices and build warehouses to store their goods (Bingham etaJ. 1974).
Soon, all of the area around Guangzhou was filled with people who wished to
trade with the Western merchants. Some of our people, I admit, came more out of
curiosity than to buy goods. The foreign devils really had very little that we needed, and they looked so peculiar with such big noses and ruddy faces.
Lafer, during the reign of Emperor Qianlong, the British sent a messenger to
Beijing with a petition. Barbarians in the past had been welcomed to the court,
and this man was well received with great ceremony. We are, aftet all, a very civilized people. Also, we felt that trade with the Western merchants was going very

Zen¡.

well. The messenger, Lord McCartney, brought with him a letter from the
English king, George III. ln the letter, King George described how trade with
England was good for us and that we should open up more trading places.
Emperor Qianlong very understandably replied that we have "no need of the
manufactures of outside Barbarians." These Westemers assumed that our willingness to help them was nothing more than a desire on our part to obtain their
worthless trinkets.
In fact, some of the goods they brought us were even dangerous to our people.
I am speaking particularly of the drug yan, which they call opium. This drug has
been used as a medicine, but the foreigners are attempting to bring in large quantities of it from their factories in India and are trying to addict our people to it.
Our leaders have denounced the drug as foreign mud and such trade as immoral
(Kamow 1989).
In March of 1839, my chief, Mandarin Lin Zexu, and I were sent by the
emperor to put an end to the opium trade. Mandarin Lin decided that the British

,
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Figure

E

Hong Kong was part of the Ch'ing Empire in 1750.

merchants must surrender every particle of opium and cease this illicit traffic forever. To make sure that they would comply, Mandarin Lin baned all foreigners
from leaving Guangzhou until the opium was destroyed' All were warned that
anyone caught with the opium would suffer the penalty of our law (beheading).
The British government representative, Charles Elliot, promptly advised British
merchants to hand over 20,000 chests of opium to us.
Mandarin Lin was delighted that they had come to their senses, and he decided
to lift his restrictions on leaving Guangzhou. He also had me write a lettef to
These are
Queen Victoria advising her against such evil practices in the future.
(Martin
1989):
Karnow
1983;
I
wrote
Lin
that
the words of Mandarin
"We have heard that in your honorable barbarian country the people ale not
permitted to inhale the drug. If it is so harmful, how can your attempts to seek
profit by exposing others to its evil power be reconciled with the decrees of
Heaven?"
He had such a way with words!

Political Cbange

You may imagine how astonished we were to discover that the barbarians left
Guangzhou altogether! We did not want to end all trade. We just wanted to stop
them from harming people with the sale of yan. Our imperial navy located the
foreigners in the area of Hong Kong, long known as a place for pirates and smugglers. Mandarin Lin feared that the emperor would blame him for tuming away
the barbarians. In desperation he tried to force the British to return to Guangzhou
by threatening to have our fleet fire on their ships.
The British did more than threaten us back: They actually opened fre on our
vessels! That is how the Opium War began. Before it ended, the barbarians
attacked several of our coastal cities and even dared to threaten the emperor in
Beijing. Peace was restored when our emperor was forced to pay 21 million sil-

ver dollars to Britain (Karnow i989; Bingham et al. 1974) and allow them to
have more trading places. Mandarin Lin had failed the emperor and was sent to
Tibet. I was allowed to continue my job under the new Mandarin. But, I am not
so sure that having to deal with these barbarians is better than being in the mountains of Tibet.

VrBw oF A BnrrrsH MERC
I

am a merchant with goods from the British Empire to sell in China. We
British entered China during the time it was controlled by the Ch'ing Dynasty
(Manchus). The Manchus are a non-Chinese people who originally lived to the
north of China proper. They were once considered to be barbarians by the
Chinese. Now they rule in Peking [Beijing] and treat øs as the barbarians. Their
emperor considers himself divine and keeps us as far from the markets of China
as possible. We are treated as if we smell bad and as if our goods are inferior.
Trade so far has been allowed only in Canton [Guangzhou]. This situation is
intolerable! We feel especially insulted since other nations who arrived in China
earlier than we did appear to receive more favored treatment. The Portuguese
have been given the whole island of Macau to use as a trading post.
Our woolens are not selling well in this hot climate in the southem part of
China. Since they won't let us go north to Peking, what can we do? We have
found one product that has some appeal to the Chinese. It is the drug opium,
which is made from the poppy plants growing in India. The Dutch first discovered how much the Chinese wanted it and have been smuggling it into China
from Hong Kong island. The Chinese appear to like it so much that their name
for it, yan, has been added to our language. We say they have a yen for it, meaning they really want it. We did not start the opium trade, but selling opium seems
to be the only way to break into the China market.
The Chinese ruler has proclaimed the drug as harmful to the Chinese and has
ordered us not to sell it. Some of our merchants bring it into China anyway. They
are getting as much as f 133 per chest for it. Even the local Chinese offrcials and
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merchants who order us not to sell it are eagerly participating in the sale of it for
personal profit. And the Chinese think they are so superior!
Queen viitoria's new representative and navy commander, charles Elliot, is
also against the opium trade. He fears that â war may break out. Other merchants
think that if such a war did start, our navy would win. I mentioned this view to
Elliot and suggested that we could open up more trade after such a war. He worries though that the whole fabric of China's political sÍucture might crumble.
Then where would we be? who would fill the power vacuum? Britain would
have to defend its interests against other European nations and we might end up
trying to secure, at great cost, another area like we did in India.

Nevertheless, war broke out when a new govemment offrcial, named Lin,
ordered us to stay in Canton until all the opium was confiscated. Elliot convinced
the opium merchants to turn over their stores by promising to reimburse them for
their losses. of course, they also thought that a shortage of opium on the market
would make the price go up anyway, so they were bound to come out ahead.
once the opium was tumed over to the government, we were allowed to leave
canton. we all decided to leave and see if we could find a place that we could
turn into a trading post that would be near canton shipping lanes, but away from
the Cohong customs officials.
The chinese seemed upset that we decided to leave! A fleet of 29 chinese
junks [a type of sailboat] followed us and threatened to fire upon us unless we
returned to Canton. Captain Elliott ordered us to fire first to protect ourselves.
The chinese were defeated in less than an hour. The opium war had begun.
Naval reinforcements came to our aid from India and chased the Chinese fleet
north along the coast.
For a while during the first days of 184r, if looked as if the war might come to
an end. Captain Elliot even met with the local Chinese officials and convinced
them that the British should have a trading post in the Canton area. We were
given Hong Kong. on January 26, ships of the British navy landed at possession
Point on the northern part of Hong Kong Island and raised the flag (Hughes
1968).

By the end of the war Elliot was convinced that Hong Kong, described by
some as a barren hunk of iock, was a good trading area. Because of its deep natural harbor and dual entrance, ships could be repaired and find shelter during the
typhoon season.
we hoped that in time Hong Kong might even replace the shallower harbor at
canton as the main trade center in south china. That did not happen. At the end
of the war another treaty was signed at Nanking fNanjing] in 1842, which opened
up other ports at Amoy fXiamen], Fuzhou, Ningbo, and Shanghai (Figure 9 on
page 23). shanghai, in particular, was much closer to Peking and had other
advantages that made Hong Kong seem a small post indeed.
My good friend Charles Elliott was reprimanded for not getting a better deal.
He was ordered to leave Hong Kong and take up a new post someprace in
America-Texas, I think.
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Figure
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Treaty ports in China in the 1840s.

How did the Chinese react to political
change in 1898?
níe have seen the viewpoints of individuals who were in Hong
Kong when it was first taken by the British. Now, we look at how
the Chinese reacted to political change at the end of the ninteenth
century in 1898.
England paid {500 to the government of China to lease the lani
north of Kowloon Peninsula, known as the New Territories (Figure 4
on page 13). These lands, on the coast of Mirs Bay on the Chinese
mainland, which were then mainly agricultural, were leased for 99
years. The British announced that for the next 99 years (until 1997),

'..'--
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the New Territories would be "part and parcel of Her Majesty,s
colony of. Hong Kong in like manner
fot all intenrs and purposes as if they had originally forme d ".rã
part of the said colonyi',
No rent was mentioned or ever paid to the chinese who iived
there. Instead, the Chinese viceroy of Guangzhou tried only to reassure the farmers in the leased territory. ue tóld them that the British
had promised to treat them with exceptional kindness. They were
even told that the local leaders would continue to have authority in
their own villages. He encouraged them to obey the laws of their new
rulers. The British assumed that their new subjects would be pleased
with the political change. Hong Kong's Governor, Sir Henry Bl"k.,
hoped that they would be prosperous and h"ppy, "like the
þ.r..rr,,
subjects everywhere else" (Morris 1998, p"grlit¡.
_ Things did not go as easily as each government had expected. The
local officials soon discovered that in realit¡ they could håve authority only within the walled arca of Kowloon city. Like the emperor of
a dynast¡ the Governor of Hong Kong (Blake) began telling ihe
Chinese inhabitants that they must obey the British.
_ \o, all agreed to obey. The people of the 400 or so vilrages were
deeply concerned that their way of life could not continue under the
control of people from a foreign culture. The chinese believed that
their civilization was superior. The people in the New Territories had
run their own aÍfairs for centuries. They had learned how to function
under the authority of the Manchu Dynasty. The British system of
government was strange to them. They thought their culturul tradttions would not be respected. some worried that the presence of foreigners might disrupt the balance between humans
nutrrr.. The
Yin and Yang (balance of opposites) might be upset"nd
and damage to
the feng shui would result in disasters. "'we hatè the English bárbarians" proclaime d a placard, "who are about to enter oui boundaries
and take our land, and will cause us endless evil.,'
clan elders began raising village militias. using runners and sending-drum signals, the elders gathered nearly 2,000 men to oppose the
euil. British troops of the Hong Kong Regiment wenr inro action with
artillery and warships. The chinese soon submitted under the combined pressure from theRoyal Navy and the rroops. clan elders presented to Blake a pair of ancesrral gates since the British had blown
up their supporting walls. James stewart Lockhart, the colonial
secretary of Hong Kong, advocated the expulsion of those who had
resisted, saying: "These men did not wish to enioy the benefits of
British rule, so it will be no great hardship to them to transfer their
energies to a soil more congenial" (Morris 1988, page 232).
The British believed that by leasing the New Grritories, they had
also leased complete control over the area. The Chinese government
looked upon the lease more as a right to use the place for a time.

Potitical
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They believed that the inhabitants would remain Chinese, not British,
subjects. China later branded the lease agreement one of the unequal
treaties by which the'West had bullied them into submission.
Blake took the ancestral gates to his home in Ireland as souvenirs.
Eventually in 1.925, when relations between Britain and China eased
somewhat, the gates were restored to the village. A cordial ceremony
was held in which a plaque was placed with the gates. On ïhe plaque
was written in both Chinese and English: "From this can be seen the
deep kindness and great virtue of the British Government" (Morris
1988, page209).

In 1997, the 99-year lease on the New Territories will expire and
Hong Kong will revert to Chinese control. But the area has been
under British control since L842, and \Øestern influences on the economy and culture of Hong Kong have been significant.
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What are the Four TigersP

Glossary
Words
Four Tigers

newly industrialized
country (NlC)
Pacific Rim

region

Review China's changing
perspectives on the.Four
and economic
Tig"Tr
development.

Why are the Four Tigers called NlCs?
since ì7orld ïØar II, Hong Kong has emerged as one of the most
prosperous places in East Asia. As such, it has been associated with
three other newly prosperous places in the region. These countries
are located along the rim of the Pacific ocean. This geographic
region is known as the Pacific Rim (Figure 10 on page 2g). The countries along the rim are very actively trading their goods and services
to each other's benefit.

Political
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The Pacific Rim nations of Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore, and
South Korea have recently been identified as the Four Tigers. These
four places have become Newly Industrialized Countries (NICs) following'World War II. They all have had rapid growth and prosperity.
They all have Eastern cultures, like China, but unlike China they
have \Øestern capitalistic economies. Hong Kong and Singapore were
British colonies while South Korea and Taiwan were greatly influenced by the United States in the post-'World'War II years. Thus, all
four have been shaped by 'Western ideas, technolog¡ and aid (Kraar
1,986). The Four Tigers have some very different characteristics from
other countries in East Asia (Table 2 on page 29).

The influence of the United States is evident in downtown Keelung, Taiwan.
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The Pacific Rim countries.
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A comparison of selected East Asian countr¡es
, ', .:GNP
pèi,pêrsón, "1992
r:,,.,.:]'..(U,S.

1,178.5
China
124.8
Japan
44.6
South Korea
20-9
Taiwan
5.8
Hong Kong
Singapore 2.8
Sources:
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370

3,718,782

26,920

145,870

6,340

38,025

7,330

13,900

13,200

412

12,890
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Population Reference Bureau 1992; Coode's Atlos1990; Informqtion Pleose Almqnac1992.

The domestic economies of the Four Tigers have changed dramatically (Figure ll on page 30).
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South Korea
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Hong Kong
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Agriculture

lmportance of different activities to economies of Four
Tigers, 1965-1986.

are they called the Four Tigers? The god of wealth has been
represented as a tiger in Chinese folklore. The tiger is the opposite of
the dragon. The dragon is the chief of all marine animals and the
tiger is the chief of all land animals. The tiger, in folklore, lives to the
'!Øhite
age of 1,000 years. At age 500 its color changes to white. The
Tiger is the name given to the western quadrant of the compass
(llilliams 1976\.
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Singapore is Eastern, but it has a Western capitalistic economy.

The name tiger fits these four NICs in that they do not wish to be
satellites of China (whose leader was traditionally referred to as the
dragon), which has a communist system. So, as tigers with capitalistic systems, they are in opposition to the dragon. Not surprisingl¡
China refers to these places as dragons (Kristof 1'992). Secondly, they
are influenced by and seek economic ties with the West. Finall¡ their
rapid development of prosperity in a few years has earned them an
association with the god of wealth.
Each of the tigers had a special way of achieving great economic
success. Taiwan received money and military protection in the 1950s.
By the 1960s, Taiwan had endorsed a growth plan free from trade
barriers and foreign exchange controls. Investment money was targeted to improve education, roads, machiner¡ and financial services
('sloronoff 1992\.
Singapore was founded as a free trading port in 1,81'9 as part of
the British colonial empire. By the twentieth century, Singapore grew
because it was a strategic place to get fuel, tin, and rubber for ships
bound for Europe through the Suez Canal ('Woronoff 1,992).The
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hand in shaping-the
Singapore government has always taken a strong
and research.
services
b"y promoting advanced production
..oîro'y-dr"g"ior.
hur í highly divársified economy that includes elecr.î"1
(Castells
tronics, transport equipmãnt, and international finance
1,992).

fr91.the
South Korea received large amounts of financial support
(1950-I953)'
United States to help it recorier from the Korean \far
fiveSin.. the 1.960s, the Korean government employeda series of
autosteel,
year plans to invest in textilei, petroleum, shipbuilding,
heavily to
borrowed
Korea
*obii.r, and personal compoiers. South
reduce its debt
establish its growth, but it ir", -"rr"ged to gradually
to other countries (Lee 1988)'

In addition to internal changes in the Four Tigers, each country
trade. Table 3
has changed what it exports urrã i* share of world
Tigers' shares of
below shows what hu, ï"pp.ned to each of the Four
the export
internation aI trade- Figure 12 on page 33 reports how
products have changed over aZi-year period'

Table

3

Four Tigers' shares of world trade, 1965-1988
(Percentages)

lmports

196,5

:,, .,

'

E¡portS.
,1988
,

't965

1988
2.2

0.6

2.3

1.8

0.1

2.2

1.5

0.5

1.4

Taiwan

0.8
0.2
0.6
0.3

1.7

0.2

2.2

Total

1.9

7.2

1.4

8.1

Hong Kong
South Korea
Singapore

Ç*ut;

,qt¡on Economic Hondbook 1986; Balassa 1991
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12
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Agricultural and industrial exports of the Four Tigers,
1963-1988. Percentage of each country's exports are
shown for each category.

Source: Balassà 1991
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4

Trading partners of the Four Tigers, 19gg
(percentage of country,s total export)

China

27

United States

25

35

24

44

Western European countries

18

16

14

15

Other Four Tigers

12

10

11

11

Japan

6

20

9

13

Canada, Australia, New Zealand

4

4

4

5

Other

East Asían countries

Source: Balassa I 991

10

20

.

l/Tlhat is China's view of the Four Tigers?
Chinese leaders are considering whether other places in China
can
b-e managed to earn wealth for thã country in the
same way Hong
Kong benefits Great Britain. Until recentl¡ China would rrot.o.rlid.,
allowing free markets. As a communisr country, china has had a
tightly controlled command economy. But the global economy is
rapidly moving toward free markets and free tlad,e, especially since
the collapse of the soviet union. Now only china remains with
a
very large command economy, but there are signs that it, too, may
be
moving closer to a market economy. The following newspaper report
reveals what Chinese leaders have in mind for Chinese ciiles
that-may
become future "Tigers.,'

Political Change

he Soviet Union's today
is China's tomorrow,"
Chairman

Mao

Tsetune

declared in the 1950s. It would be a
counter-revolutionary offense to say
that in public today.
But in searching for a country to
emulate, Deng Xiaoping, China's 87year-old senior leader, has come up
with a partial model----one that in
many respects runs counter to China's
original revolutionary principles.
When Mr. Deng traveled to south-

its

coast, and Wu Bangguo,

the

Communist Party leader in Shanghai,
was recently even more explicit. Mr.
Wu reportedly told a visitor that China

aimed to leam from the policies of
South Korea and Singapore in developing their economies.
The emulation of Singapore, an
island-state whose population of 2."1
million is 77 percent ethnic Chinese,
reflects a growing consensus among
China's leaders that prosperiry and
order are more important than Marxist

ern China early this year to squeeze
for

ideology.
Singapore has enjoyed an economic

faster economic liberalization, he
cited three countries for their sound

the hardliners and campaign

economic development: Japan, South

miracle with political stability, in a
system dominated by a single political
paÍy that the voters regularly return to

Korea and Singapore.

power by overwhelming margins.

"Singapore's social order is rather
good," he said. "Its leaders exercise
strict management. We should learn

"The talk about Singapore says
lot about what Deng wants," said

from their experience, and we should
do a better job than they do."
While it may seem odd for a
Communist government to take as its
model a monument to free enterprise,
Mr. Deng's comment reflects a fascination with the practical accomplish-

ments

of Asia's "four dragons":

Singapore, Taiwan, Hong Kong and
South Korea.

Mr. Deng explicitly called upon
Guangdong province to catch up with

the "four dragons" over the next two
decades, "not only catching up with
them in terms of economic prosperity
but also in terms of social order and
public conduct."
Mr. Deng has also calied for China
to build "several Hong Kongs" along

a
a

Chinese economist. "He would like to
free up the economy, but he wants

tight political control."
Singapore has few street protests. It
has a cleanliness and orderliness that

critics frnd dreary and

antiseptic.

There is no pornography, no extreme
poverty, little corruption and not much
spitting or littering in public. Chewing
gum is prohibited, and critical foreign
publications are sometimes banned.
"Of course Old Deng likes

Singapore," said a young Chinese
govemment official. "It's run by
Chinese, it's efficient, it's,rich, and no
one jabbers about human rights."
Mr. Deng increasingly seems to
regard Communist dogma-state
ownership and central planning-as
details that can be fudsed. On the

'
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other hand, the bedrock of Chinese
communism, on which no compro_
mise is allowed, is continued political
control and maintenance of social
order. . . .

The redesign of the Communist
road is evident when officials are
askËd what kind of country they are
trying ro build. . . .
Lei Yu, a prominent reformist who
is now vice-chairman of the Guangxi
region in southem China, ventured an

answer earlier this year. Whatever
changes occur, he said, the fundamen_
tal aim of Chinese socialism is collec_

tive prosperity.

"If people live better, without big
income gaps, that's the important
thing," he said.

By that definition, howeve¡

bas_

tions of free enterprise like Taiwan are

more socialist than mainland China.
Taiwan is far more prosperous than
the mainland, and by some calculations enjoys a more egalitarian distribution of wealth.
The economic flexibility-which is
almost certain to accelerate after the
death of Mr. Deng and other first-generation revolutionaries-will not necessarily lead to democracy and greater
iespect for the human rights associated with it.
China's leaders seem much more
envious of Singapore's wealth than of

its voting system, and some of the
"four dragons" in the past combined
bustling markets lqith brutal repres-

sion. That combination'may be what
Chirla's leaders, hope to adopt for
themselves. . . (Krisrof lg92).

"lf people live better . . . that's the important thing,,,

says

communist official Lei yu.

Political

change
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What \ /ill hoppen when Hong
Kong is transferred to China?

Obiectives :1'

':

In this lesson, you will

.

Review the issues involved
in restoring Hong Kong to
the political control of

', .lC !

.

¡,'¡,'1,, l,.'...,,,.|t.l.:

Examine how China plans
to manage Hong Kong's
economy.

',ð,-,U,

I

.1'..r..1,1,-,,,;,

ffirgtándft, posi,ti

s, ' , ,',

Britain and China
presented in negotiating
'the future of F:Iong Kóng,,,
'l;,

:

..-.

.i
1

l{ow did Britain and (hina decide what to do
about Þlong Kong?
During 1,982-1,984, negotiations took place between the United
Kingdom and the People's Republic of China regarding the future of
Hong Kong. These discussions were held to resolve several issues
regarding the end of Britain's lease on the New Territories in 1997.
The six major issues of the negotiating convention are shown on
page 38. \Øhat were the negotiating positions of the two parties and
what were the results?

'38
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1. Should the lease on the New Tþrritories be extended?

2.Is it important to continue Hong Kong's curtent role in world affairs

as a

prosperous Tradelfinancial center and newly industrialized country?

3. How should the residents of Hong Kong be represented at the conference?

the lease on the New Territories is not renewed, what will happen to
Hong Kong and Kowloon?

4.

If

5.

If

the lease is not lenewed, what will happen in the transition period
betweenthe end ofthe conference and 1997?

6. What rights will be guaranteed to the residents of Hong Kong if the lease is
not renewed?

What was the United Kingdom's negot¡ating
position on Hong Kong?
The Hong Kong colonial government raised money for public
projects by leasing land for 75 years. Leasing land is like renting,
é*.ept that when the lease is for such a long time people feel secure
enough to build homes or industries. By not selling the land, the government can keep some control over land use and planning decisions.
Many of Hong Kong's leases are valid past L997, but Chinese law
will not honor them. People who invest money in Hong Kong would
not risk staying in Hong Kong if they knew that the leases would not
be honored. The British government approached the People's
Republic of China in 1.982 and asked for discussions to be opened on
the issue of the leases.
During the discussions, the United Kingdom hoped to attain the
following goals, listed in order of priority (Cheng L984; Domes and
Shaw 1.988; Kelly 1986):
1,.

Maintain the stability and prosperity of Hong Kong.

2. Since Hong Kong's prosperity had resulted from the introduction of capitalism, which had been maintained by the British
administration since 1.842, the lease on the New Territories
should be extended. The vital role of the government of the
United Kingdom should remain linked to Hong Kong in the
future.
3. If continuation of the British political link was not possible,
then there should be guarantees that the territory's existing
economic framework would be continued under local selfgovernment.

Political

Change itg

4. The results of the negotiations must be acceptable to all three
parties: the People's Republic of China, the United Kingdom,
and Hong Kong. Lord Belstead, Minister of the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office, voiced his hope that these negotiations
on the future of Hong Kong should be like a stool with three
legs. If any one of the three legs is broken, the stool falls down.
Therefore, representatives from Hong Kong should be included. If such representation is denied, the United Kingdom would
speak on behalf of the people of Hong Kong.
5. If the lease could not be continued, then decisions about Hong
Kong and Kowloon must also be made as part of the conference. Flong Kong Island and the Kowloon Peninsula were
ceded to Great Britain in perpetuity (for eternity) and were not
part of the lease on the New Territories. \X/hile 92 percent of
the people of the colony live in these two ateas) they could not
long exist without the 92 percent of the colony's land that is
located in the New Territories.
Most of the food and water in Hong Kong is already imported
from China. Most of the colony's agricultural products come from
the New Territories. Many large industries, reservoirs, and power
plants are located in the New Territories. Also, without the New
Territories, Hong Kong and Kowloon would be extremely difficult to
defend. The United Kingdom believes it has a moral obligation to
those people to secure their future.
The British aÍe aware that the treaties that gave those lands to the
United Kingdom are considered by most Chinese to have been made

Parts of

the New Territories have a rural face.

.;i*.,1'.
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made in past
unfairly. Yet, if countfies will not keep their promises
;;;;J,.*trf ,fto"LJ anyone believe tñose countries will keep treaties
made todaY?

What was China's negotiating pos¡t¡on
on Hong Kong?
TheUnitedKingdomhadapproachedthePeople,sRepublicof

the lease on the
China (pRC) aboot"opening discussions concerning
forcibly taken
New Territories, which end-s in 1,997. This land was
by internal
from china when the chinese government was weakened
and outside âttacks from the western powers.
troubles
-New Territories
õhil argued that it had been forced to lease theHong
Kong
to Great Britain, and that two other pieces of land'
China' It is true
iJ*¿ and Kowioon Peninsula,hadbeen stolen from
Britain, but china
that agreements were signed giving these lands to
attacks'
had to either sign the ,ã.rqrit treaties or face continued
Hong Kong is sìil physically pat19f China'
Kong, it has
Over the years än"t ttt. Éritish have controlled Hong
China has been
become ,rr.fol to China as a gateway to the \øest'
not trade directly
able to exchange g".àr in thãt poft;hen it could
In recent
with many \íestern countries such as the united States.
back
Kong
y."rr, the Chines.-gåu.,"-ent could have taken Hong
however, that it
*t.*u., it wishedl Government officials believed,post
to exchange
would be better to keep Hong Kong as a listening
*.ti ur'goodr""ttd triotte¡ than to close such a useful
informatior,
be
",
\øhen the leaú expires' ?n appropriate attitude would
;;;;;
has not
ãáopr.á in settiing the question of HongKong'.Beijing
to
its
p"ttt.¿ for this .o-rru.rrrio", since it has always been intention
favorable'
reclaim control of the area when conditions are most
following
the
During the negotiations China-hoped 19 lttain
Shaw
go"lr, iit,ã¿ in orã., of priority (Cheng 1'984; Domes and
1988; KellY 1'986)z
Kong'
1. Maintain the stability and prosperity of Hong
. That'
2, The 99-year lease on the New Territories expires in 1,997
landwillberestoredtothecontrolofChina.HongKongand

*.ll as the New Territories must be restored to
Kowloon
"t
China since the treaties were unequal'
can continue
3. China believes that the economy of Hong Kgtg
of 97e
to prosper .tnd.. China's political system'-This-concept
be
would
Kong
country, two system's simply meant that Hong
ecopoliticáily iÀi*¿ to chinä.'yet, it would become a special
developits
nomic zonä within China and allowed to continue
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ment under a more orgaîizeð authority. Such organization
would reduce Hong Kong's drugtralfíc and crime rate. Longterm planning would eliminate the pitfalls that occur in a society that relies on too many different interest groups or on a
government that is reluctant to get involved.

4. Since the government of Hong Kong is historically illegitimate,
it cannot represent the people. Ninety-eight percent of the people in Hong Kong are Chinese. It is the sacred right of the
People's Republic of China to represent all Chinese people.
People of Hong Kong do not need additional representation.
The British had suggested that such a three-way representation
would provide the stability of a three-legged stool. China
would not accept any three-legged stools, since this problem is
a historical issue that must be resolved between China and the
United Kingdom.
5. Any future decisions concerning Hong Kong would be strictly
the internal affairs of the government of China. Decisions
about changes in how Hong Kong should be operated would
be decided later and should have no bearing on the current discussions. Efforts by the United Kingdom to expand its form of
government in Hong Kong would be seen as interference.

What has happened on the sixth issue?
The Convention of 1,982-1,984left the sixth issue-"What rights
will be guaranteed to the residents of Hong Kong?"-open to future
determination. The following chronology (Eliason 1993) brings you
up to December 1,993 on this issue:
July 9,1992-The United Kingdom appoints Chris Patten as the
new governor of Hong Kong.
October 7, 1.99z-Governor Patten proposes electoral reforms
that anger China. These reforms would favor the election of prodemocracy candidates instead of pro-Beijing candidates in Hong
Kong's 1.994-1,995 municipal and legislative elections.
April 1.3,1'.993-China and Britain announce they will negotiate
on Patten's proposals, and the first of many rounds of talks begin.
December 2,l993-Governor Patten, after L7 rounds of talks
which he calls fruitless, announces he will go ahead with some elements of his reform package without China's agreement. China
threatens to end the talks if legislation is introduced without its
approval. British-Chinese relations are damaged, causing worries
about Hong Kong's future as a financial center.
What is your prediction about what will happen next? \flill China
allow Hong Kong to have both free enterprise and democracy?

':t'#
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How does political change
affect people?
Glossary
In this lesson, you will

.
.

Consider the impact of the
political change in Hong
Kong on other places,
Review how China will
attempt to keep Hong
Kong prosperous.

Words
emigration
feng shui
immigration
refugee

What will be the impact of political change in
Þlong Kong on other places?
November 26,1986
The Hong Kong Bank, a subsidiary of the Hong Kong and
Shanghai Banking Corporation, purchased the Bank of British
Columbia (Focts on File 1986).
August 8, 1 988

Housing prices in Vancouver, Canada, are skyrocketing
because so many Hong Kong immigrants are moving into the
area. In some parts of Vancouver, English is quickly becoming the
second language in schoolrooms. Some culture clashes are occuring in the older neighborhoods, but for the most part, the economy is booming as Hong Kong investors develop shopping centers,
office buildings, and apartments (Paris 1988).

Political

April 19,1990
Britain approves a bill

225,000 citizens

Chanse

:

to offer United Kingdom residency to
Norman Tebbit, leading

of Hong Kong.

Conservative opponent of the bill, warns that an influx of refugees
from Hong Kong would cause social upheaval in an already overcrowded United Kingdom (Focts on File1990).

Emigration from Hong Kong
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Figure 13

Emigration from Hong Kong, 1980-1990.

Sources: Bordewich
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989; Becker 1 988; Engardio 1990; Facts on File 1989.
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Destinations of Hong Kong emigrants in 1988.
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tlllho wi¡! gto? Who w¡ll stay?
Consider the following people who are trying to decide whether
to stay in Hong Kong or to leave it before 1997.

o

John l7himsey came to Hong Kong from England nearly 15
years ago to work as a loan officer ar the Shanghai and Hong
Kong Bank. He married a local woman of Eurasian ancestry
and has two children. Life has been very comfortable for them
in Hong Kong. John is concerned about the future of the bankin a Hong Kong governed by China and would like to be
transferred to the bank's London office. His wife, however, has
never been to London and does not want to leave her parents
behind. She is also worried that their children may have a
tough time being accepted in English society. John and his family have English passports but his wife's parenrs do not.

o Peter Collins

is an American who came to Hong Kong following the Vietnam lØar. He has been appointed chairman of */
shipping company and is making a large income. Peter believes
that Hong Kong will survive the hand-over to China and will
become the commercial and political center of a far larger eco- s
nomic sphere encompassing much of southern China. Yet, after \/
the events of Tiananmen Square, he fears that perhaps China
will not continue its efforts to westernize. Also, relations
between China and the United States are unsure. Peter has no
family. His company does have branches in the United States
and in South America. But, if he requests a transfer, he will
have to take a lower position in the company and a cut in pay.
'Wu
Lin is a street sweeper in Hong Kong. He is 68 years old.
He has often said that he is not concerned about himself since
his life is almost over. FIe wants his only son to live in a country that is free-not under a communist regime. Since his job
does not pay well, \Wu Lin has only a meager life savings and
does not even know where he should go since he may nor be
qualified to get a job anywhere else. Some friends have suggested that he use his money to travel with his son to Australia as
tourists. Once there, he could look for a job and apply ro sray
on as a resident, since immigration laws there are not very
restrictive (Table 5 on page 45).

J*

c

o

Paul Cheung is middle-aged. His whole family was killed during a time of political change in China known as rhe 1967
Cultural Revolution. Although he managed to escape, he was
injured and now wears an artifrcial leg. Since his escape, he has
been living on a junk (Chinese boat) in the new Junk Town
near Kowloon. He wants very much to leave before 1,997. But,
because he is a refugee from China, he has not been able to get
a passport to leave Hong Kong.

Political Cbange

Table 5

A comparison of immigration policies
Country

Poii-c;11

United States

five-year waiting period

Australia

two-year waiting period

Canada

three-year wait OR no wait with

$202,500 investment
in government-approved projects
Sources: Becker

1

988; Paris 1 988.

Sir Yue-fong Bao came from a family of merchants who lived
in Shanghai before the 1,949 Communist Revolution. Most of
his family left Shanghai during the 1950s and settled in Hong
Kong. In Hong Kong they invested their money and used their
experience to start a small family business in their apartment.
\Øith the growth of Hong Kong's prosperity as a newly industrialized nation, the family business did very well indeed! Yuefong inherited the business and expanded it. He is now a billionaire whose holdings include hotels, electronics plants,
shopping centers, insurance companies, and a fleet of
freighters. Yue-fong has plastered his office with photographs
of himself with QueenBlizabeth and Margaret Thatcher. Yet
he is aware that Hong Kong's future is about to change. He
has also befriended Deng Xiaoping (China's leader) and
donates millions to educational projects in China. He has
stashed money away all over the world, particularly in
California real estate.

Howard Tang is a descendant of the Tang clan who first settled
in the area of the New Territories and built a walled city. He is
a farmer who has seen mâny changes in the way the land has
been used in the past few years. Rice used to be his main crop,
but now he grows vegetables and has a part-time job working
in a fish hatchery. His grandfather used to speak of the good
old days before the British came, but that was a long time ago.
Howard has seen farmers across the border. They do not seem
to be as well off as his own family. Also, many of the traditions
such as feng shui are crtttcized by the officials in China.
Howard has two sons in school-one in college on Hong Kong
Island-and wonders how thev will fit into communist Chinese
society.

Lingh Bui is one of the thousands of Vietnamese boat refugees
who have been pouring into Hong Kong since the end of the

rî'ffi
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Vietnam War (Table 6 below). Life in Hong Kong has been
very disappointing. He lives with many orhers in a crowded
shantytown in the New Territories. Most are waiting to be
ciassified and resettled. There seems to be a lot of pr.;,rdi..
against vietnamese in Hong Kong. some chinese residenrs say
they are just parasites on society.

Table

6

Vietnamese immigration into Hong Kong
Year

Number of people

1979

73,300

988

23,000

1989

34,000

1990

45,000

1

Sources:

Miners 1991;

Focts

on File 1989; Becker I 988.

'

Alicia Yunan was born in Hong Kong. she is now working in a
flower shop in canada. Her husband David moved Aliciaãnd
the children to Canada for safety. He remembers when the
communists came to power in 1.949, his aunt had been captured and tortured. David was an accountant for a small firm
in Sha Tin, one of Hong Kong's new towns. He got a visa to
canada by investing in a small business in artificial shrubbery
there. He is one of several Hong Kong citizens who are caileá
tai-hung yan (astronaur). In Cantonese slang, a tai bung yan
refers to men that work in Hong Kong and commute across
the seas several ti¡nes a year to visit wives and children who
reside in foreign lands. Alicia has had many problems adjusting
to life in Canada. There seem to be 500 new names for prod- ucts in the supermarket. The children are having difficulty in
their school in Canada since they do not speak English.

c

Tang chu was born and continues to live in Kowloon's wailed
city. This city was once used by the British as a place ro come
for relaxation and gambling. Now it is just a slum with crowded tenements, open sewers, and drug rings. He works hard to
support his wife and three children. The Tangs operare a small
family noodle factory in their one-room apartment. They do
not speak English and cannot write Chinese. Mrs. Tang feels
that China is the only place for them, but Mr. Tang really is
not so sure. He fears that in China they will be seen as minicapitalists and could lose control of the business.

-.:
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o 'SØilliam Su Ling worked his way from the Kowloon

_

slums ro a
job
as an engineer. He frequendy rrâvels to The
$50,000 ayear
People's Republic on business. Just last week he attended a
seminar there for a group of engineers. One incident at the
seminar has been on his mind lately. At 1L A.rr.l. rhey had to go
out and stand in line to get some vegetables for lunch.
Engineers in Hong Kong do not buy their lunch on the street.
It reminded him of his time in the slums. He wonders if China
will become more like Hong Kong, or if Hong Kong will
become more like China.

How w¡ll China keep Hong Kong's
economy healthy?
Four Special Economic Zones (Figure 15 on page 48) were creared by the government of the People's Republic of China in an effort
to encourage foreign investment and to persuade Hong Kong,
Macau, and Taiwan that "reunification with China will not entail
either afallin living standards or unacceptable social change" (Sivin
1988, page 1.59). Within these zones, investors receive low raxes, no
taxes on certain types of development, cheap land and utilities, and
greater independence from government controls than in other areas
of China. For example, in Shenzhen, which borders on the New
Territories (Figure 1,6 on page 49),
. . . five large hills were levelled, and road, water and electricity
systems installed during the first stage of development. The second stage has involved construction of factories, apartment buildings, stores and restaurants, and a highway linking the area with
Cuangzhou. A dock has been constructed to facilitate shipping. . .
(Kelly 1986, page 88).

Even small businessmen

wonder how reunification
will affect their lives.
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LAND USES IN SHENZHEN
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Figure

15

Special econom¡c zones in China.

Source: Sivin
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Figure

16

Change ti!:i49'jti

Selected land uses in the Shenzhen spec¡al economic
zone, China.

Source: Kelly 1986
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How will political change
affect the Canadian Inuit?
Glossary

Words
Inuit
tundra

Where is Nunavut?
The political change planned for Hong Kong is an example in
which two governments agree on the change. But this is not always
why political change occurs. In Canada, people who live in the
isolated far northern parts of the Northwest Territories nave
negotiated with the Canadian government for political control over
their homeland.

Political Change

Figure

17

Sources:

Nunavut is located in the treeless tundra of Canada's far
north. There are no year-round roads in Nunavut.
Government of the Northwest Territories 1993; Dickerson and McCullouqh 1993.

The Inuit (pronounced in'oo it) are people of the Canadian
Arctic. They live in the lands north of the Canadian foresrs, mainly in
small communities near the Arctic coast (Figure 17 above). Until
recentlg Inuit depended on caribou, seals, whales, and fish for food
and clothing. That is no longer true today, but hunting, trapping, and
fishing are still important activities in Inuit culture.
Inuit means "the people" in Inuktitut, the language spoken by
people of the far north in Canada. Inuit are often incorrectly referred
to as Esþimos, which means "eaters of raw flesh" in the Canadian
Indian language Algonkian. To be called Eskimo is considered an
insult by many Inuit.
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The Inuit are hoping to assume a form of political control over
their homelands in 1999 (Dickerson and McCu[ough 1993). rf
canada's Parliament approves the plan, a new territory wilr be
carved out of the existing Northwesr Terrirories. It will be called
Nunavut (pronounced noon'ah voot). Nunauut means "our land,, in
the Inuit language. Nunavut will still be part of canada. Flowever,
the Inuit will be able to pass laws that protect their language and cultural traditions. Also, they can pass laws to conserve thi nãturai
resources upon which their culture depends, such as caribou, seals,
and whales.
Nunavut territory is currently part of the canadian Northwest
Territories. It will have a total of 742,889 square miles of land-as
big as Alaska and california combined (Devi ne 1.992).ln 1,991, the
Nunavut region was home to 21,244 people, including Inuit and
non-Inuit people (Dickerson and McCullough 1993).
Nunavut has an arctic climate very different from the more populous areas of southern canada. Table 7 below reporrs a few of the
climate extremes found in Nunavut.

Table

7

Sunlight and temperature extremes in Nunavut
,:,r,::::

: ;,

1i,.:' ; :

;,i,i,unê

of
sunlight

Hours

lqaluit
Rankin Inlet
Cambridge Bay
Source:

.:

¡::,i,t, l¡:,,¡.;;;r,

I

Average
temperature ("F)

4.5

-6"

20.8

40"

4.5

-1

g"

20.8

42"

0.0

-23

24

40"

Covernment of the Northwest Territories 1993.

Nunavut is very large, yet it has a very small population. Table g
on page 53 reports the population for the 12 most populated communities. compare these numbers to the population of Hong Kong
and other East Asian counrries listed in Table 2 on page 29. Thencompare them to your community's population.
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Table E

Population of Nunavut's 1 2 largest communities
Community

Source:

Population in 1990

lqaluit

3,016

Rankin lnlet

1,425

Arviat

1,299

Baker Lake

1,132

Pangnirtung

1,1 15

Cambridge Bay

1,071

Cape Dorset

992

Coppermine

982

lgloolik

964

Pond lnlet

940

Gjoa Haven

756

Spence Bay

590

Government of the Northwest Territories I993.
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Inuit children playing with Malamute sled dogs.

Why do the Inuit want to control land?
Nunavut's great distance from the rest of Canada and its extreme
climate might look like good reasons for wanting political control to
be located closer to home. The Inuit, however, expressed a very different set of reasons for wanting control over their land.
In the North we have had a lot of government people come
and go, but not many of them have spoken our language. Not
only have they not spoken Inuktitut, they knew little of the things
which matter to lnuit. . . .
Nunavut's most important meaning is that it is a government
which reflects the life and lifestyles, and the language, of the people who live along the coasts and by the caribou hunting grounds
of our homeland. . . .
What we want to do in Nunavut is spread the changes around
rather than concentrate them all in one place. That means that
not one but many communities will have a new office and some
new houses, with more air service and better communications as a
result. . . .
[A] Nunavut government . . [is] going to encourage artists
and musicians, and strengthen [the] language. . And what
Nunavut will do is make sure that in Canada with its several
provinces and territories, there is one government which always is
speaking for the Inuit and making sure that Canada as a country
has a large and important Inuit character as part of its national
identity (Dickerson and McCullough 1993).
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Table 9

Highlights of Canada's agreement to create Nunavut
Pof

iticaf control of 742,889 square miles to the lnuit

Mineral rights to 13,705 square miles to the

Inuit

I

$1.1 billion in payments ($53,000 per person) to the lnuit
5o/o

of all future mineral royalties to the lnuit

Canada and the lnuit to have equal political power over decisions
affecting wildlife and other natural resources
Establish Nunavut as a new territory run locally by Inuit representatives
of everyone, including youths, women, and elders

Source: Dickerson and McCullouqh 1993.
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Apartheid A policy of separare development for different ethnic groups in the
Republic of South Africa, literally
meaning separateness.
Command economy A government-controlled set of decisions regarding production and consumption of goods
and services.

Dynasty A ruling family, or the period of
time during which members of that
family reigned.

Emigration The movement of people out
of a place.
Estuary The area where the
mouth of a river.

sea meets the

Feng shui A method of determining where
homes, graves, and buildings should
be placed ro stay in harmony with the

environment. Means wind and water,
and is pronounced feng shwee.
Four Tigers The nations of Hong Kong,
Taiwan, South Korea, and Singapore.

Immigration The movement of people into
a place.

Inuit The native

peoples of the Arctic

region of North America.
Laissez-faire A hands-off style of management. Governments in market
economies rarely participate in decisions regarding production or consumption. Means leaue it alone, and
is pronounce d lay-zay-fair.

Mandarin A Chinese civil or military official. From the Portuguese word mandar meaníngto command.

Market economy The supply and demand
of goods and services with little government involvement. Competition
and value shopping regulate the producers.

Newly industrialized country A counrry
that has recently emerged as a regional cenrer for industrial activity. The
Four Tigers are examples.

Opium A bitter yellowish-brown drug prepared from the pods of the opium
poppy.Habitual use induces srrong
addiction; excessive use is fatal.
Pacific Rim The countries borderinq the
Pacific Ocean.

Profit The money left over after all expenses have been met.

Refugee A person fleeing a country to
escape war, poverty, religious persecution, or other conditions.

Region A collection of places that share
one or more common cultural andlor
physical features.
Relative location The perception of where
one place is located in relation to
another place.

Treaty port A port area on rhe coast of
China that was given over ro
European control as a result of signing a treaty agreement.

Tundra A treeless land

area characteristic
of very cold regions (high mountains
or the Arctic), which is typified by a
complex mix of plants, low-lying

mosses, grasses, and lichens.
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